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This dissertation presents the Terahertz spectroscopy of several systems ranging
from proteins to nanostructures. First, Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy
is introduced as a unique and powerful technique for studying physical pro-
cesses that occur at Terahertz frequencies or on picosecond timescales. A de-
tailed analysis of the design, construction, and performance of different types
of Terahertz Time-Domain Spectrometers is presented. Next, discussion of the
Terahertz frequency response of Bovine Serum Albumin protein and novel inte-
grated photonic components measured using these spectrometers is discussed.
In the penultimate and final chapters of this dissertation, the study of the ul-
trafast carrier dynamics in optically excited epitaxial graphene and germanium
nanowires, respectively, using multi-color Optical-Pump Terahertz-Probe Spec-
troscopy is presented.
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CHAPTER 1
AN INTRODUCTION TO TERAHERTZ TIME-DOMAIN SPECTROSCOPY
1.1 The Electromagnetic Spectrum
These are indeed very exciting times. The electromagnetic spectrum – the scale
onto which the oscillatory speed of electromagnetic waves is mapped – has been
almost entirely conquered from DC all the way to X-Rays. To date, human be-
ings have found a variety of ways of generating, manipulating, detecting and
(most importantly) utilizing all different types of electromagnetic waves. Even
thousands of years ago, well before James Clerk Maxwell’s penning of a system
of equations that so elegantly describe the origins of electromagnetic waves, hu-
mans relied upon optical frequency (visible light) and infrared frequency (heat)
electromagnetic radiation from the Sun and fire to grow crops, cook dinner, and
forge weapons. Today, armed with an intimate knowledge of both how these
waves work as well as the processes by which they are created, man’s utilization
of electromagnetic waves has grown tremendously. A quick survey of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum serves as a demonstration of this. First, however, some
nomenclature. Electromagnetic waves are typically characterized by one of two
quantities: wavelength (units: meters) or frequency (units: Hertz, abbreviated
Hz = one oscillation of the electromagnetic wave per second). It is well known
that the wavelength and frequency of a wave are inversely related by the mul-
tiplicative factor c, the speed of light.
One of the most pervasive types of electromagnetic waves that we encounter
on a daily basis, that of alternating-current (AC) electricity, occupies the ex-
treme low end of the spectrum and oscillates at a frequency of 60 Hz in the
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United States of America. The spectrum ranging from near 0 Hz (also known as
DC) through several hundred Megahertz (MHz, one million Hertz) is spanned
by different types of communication systems, including deep-ocean submarine
communication (50 Hz), AM radio (100 KHz) and FM radio (100 MHz). At
higher frequencies ranging from several Gigahertz (GHz, one billion Hertz) to
several hundred GHz, there exist microwave or radio-frequency (RF) devices
with applications in computer processors, cell phones, microwave ovens, as-
tronomy, and radars. This entire regime of the electromagnetic spectrum has
been thoroughly explored and is ripe with mechanisms for generation.
Figure 1.1: The electromagnetic spectrum and its applications from DC
through Gamma Rays.
Electromagnetic waves less than 500 GHz have a suitably low frequency that
they can be generated electronically from semiconductor-based oscillators. For
completeness, it should be mentioned that high power RF devices, such as the
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phased-array radar of an Aegis missile cruiser or the Arecibo radio astronomy
observatory in Puerto Rico, utilize massive klystron or magnetron vacuum-
based free-electron sources. The power generating capabilities of these devices
dwarfs that of their semiconductor counterparts and extends into the several
Megawatt (MW, one million Watts) range. Unfortunately, neither free-electron
devices nor semiconductor oscillators can be scaled to operate at frequencies
much above 500 GHz with either ease or efficiency. At frequencies higher than
500 GHz, there exists a gap in the electromagnetic spectrum.
On the opposite side of this gap lands us in the infrared and optical regimes
of the electromagnetic spectrum. The frequency of this portion of the spectrum
is so high – in the Petahertz (PHz, one million billion Hertz) range – and it is
customary to characterize these waves in terms of their wavelengths. Starting
near 30 µm (1 µm = one millionth of a meter) and ending near 2 µm is the mid-
infrared spectrum that is useful for thermal imaging, night vision, industrial
fabrication, and studying space. At wavelengths between 2 µm and 700 nm (1
nm = one billionth of a meter) exists the near-infrared which is home to the all-
important 1550 nm optical telecommunication portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Electromagnetic waves at shorter wavelengths between 700 nm and
400 nm are visible to humans and vary in color from red to blue. It would
be a dramatic understatement to merely remark that the visible portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum is important to all creatures of the Earth.
Electromagnetic waves in the infrared and optical portions of the spectrum
have frequencies that are too high to be generated electronically, as mentioned
earlier. Instead, these types of waves are typically created using resonant energy
transitions of electrons in materials. This emission process takes on two forms –
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incoherent spontaneous emission, as is found in light-emitting diodes, and co-
herent stimulated emission, as is found in lasers (laser is an acronym for light
amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) – and ultimately involves the
creation of a photon, or quantum of electromagnetic radiation, by an electron as
it loses energy. At even higher frequencies and shorter wavelengths, the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum enters the ultra-violet (UV), X-Ray, and finally Gamma
Ray regions. It should be noted that, even though the electromagnetic radiation
that we use to cook a potato in the microwave and the visible electromagnetic
radiation that helps us see are seemingly very different in nature, they are ac-
tually quite similar with the only difference being frequency. In fact, the same
set of physical laws and equations governs the existence and behavior of all
electromagnetic waves.
1.2 The Terahertz Gap
Now, the gap. The region of the spectrum that spans from 700 GHz all the way
to 10,000 GHz (a wavelength of 30 µm) is the under-utilized Terahertz frequency
range (THz, one trillion Hertz). Fundamentally, the reason that the THz range
is, to date, known as the ”THz Gap” is a consequence of scale. Terahertz fre-
quencies are too high to be accessed electronically – recall that semiconductor
oscillators can only efficiently reach frequencies of up to 800 GHz and are ulti-
mately limited by the speed at which electrons can move – and are too low to
be generated from lasers or similar devices. To understand this latter point, it is
first important to understand the concept of black-body radiation.
Max Planck was the first to correctly describe the electromagnetic radiation
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that is emitted by a hot ”black-body” – this can literally mean a hot black box
with a hole in it. As Planck showed, the emission characteristics of these so-
called black-body radiators is determined entirely by their temperature and is
governed by an equation known as Planck’s Law. At room temperature (300 K),
the black-body spectrum is centered in the THz frequency range. This funda-
mental fact has presented a large impedance to the development of THz sources
and detectors. At a very basic level, any potential THz laser would require iso-
lation from this ”sea of noise” in order to operate. The only way to escape this
overwhelming amount of black-body noise is to operate THz emission devices
are cryogenic temperatures; this is hardly an acceptable approach for making
useful devices that are suitable for integration into everyday life. To date, there
exist no promising room-temperature THz emitters that are capable of produc-
ing even milliwatt power levels.
Unfortunately, utilization of the THz portion of the electromagnetic spec-
trum suffers from a veritable ”chicken-or-the-egg” style debate. Given the lack
of useful sources and detectors, the incentive to pursue applications that use
THz radiation is reduced. Conversely, given the lack of current applications –
which may or may not stem from the lack or sources, as the logical spiral goes –,
the motivation for researches to pursue room-temperature THz sources has also
been somewhat reduced. Nonetheless, the potential applications of THz tech-
nology are numerous. First, THz radiation is currently being used for satellite
communication. It is also being proposed for uses in high-resolution imaging
systems for security screening in place of/addition to current RF or optical sys-
tems. Because the resolution of an imaging system is inversely proportional
to the frequency of electromagnetic wave used, imaging with THz waves of-
fers substantially higher resolution than does imaging with GHz waves. Tera-
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hertz frequency waves are similar to X-Rays in that they can propagate through
materials that absorb optical radiation, such as clothing. Importantly, though,
THz radiation is not ionizing as are X-Rays, and does not cause the genera-
tion of free-radicals (essentially liberated electrons inside a cell) that can lead to
serious maladies. While many important applications for THz radiation have
been proposed, it is difficult to say with conviction which may ever be realized.
The pursuit of technology which utilizes THz electromagnetic waves is far from
complete. The gap persists.
1.3 THz in the Time Domain
In light of its unfortunate shortcomings, THz technology in its current state has
one very important use: science. With the development of ultrafast electronic
switches, researches have been able to create THz-based spectroscopy systems
in laboratories across the world. While these systems offer little to no practi-
cal use because of their bulk, cost and limited efficiency, their unique capabili-
ties poise them as incredibly useful tools for studying certain types of physical
phenomena. Terahertz radiation can be used to probe processes that resonate
at THz frequencies – think of a mass-on-a-spring that can oscillate one trillion
times per second – as well as processes that occur on picosecond (ps, one bil-
lionth of a second) timescales. Some examples of the phenomena that can be
studied using THz frequency spectroscopy include the rotational and vibra-
tional modes of gases, the conformational state of proteins and DNA, phonons
modes of solids, excitons in semiconductor quantum dots, the plasmon reso-
nances of semiconductor nanowires, and the ultrafast dynamics of electrons
in semiconductor nanostructures. The experimental apparatus which is the
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workhorse for performing these THz frequency measurements in called the THz
Time-Domain Spectrometer (THz-TDS).
The most salient feature of THz-TDS systems is that they measure the actual
THz electric field in time. Standard optical detectors are essentially just photon
counters that measure the incident optical power, which is proportional to the
squared-magnitude of the incident optical electric field. By directly measuring
the THz electric field, complex phase information relating to the propagation of
the THz wave can be measured in addition to its total power. In such, THz-TDS
systems enable the determination of the complex properties a material, which
is manifested in its complex index of refraction, in a single measurement. More-
over, these systems utilize very short bursts of THz radiation, called few-cycle
pulses, that have tremendously broad bandwidths. With a single experiment,
the complex response of a material can be measured over a bandwidth of sev-
eral THz. This type of measurement capability is almost entirely unique to THz
spectroscopy. As was previously mentioned, these systems are not commer-
cially, or even practically, viable. Terahertz spectrometers of this ilk can only
produce nanowatts (nW, one billionth of a Watt) power levels and occupy a
good portion of a large optical table. They also require expensive optical equip-
ment, materials, and external ultrafast lasers to operate.
There is no doubt that the ”Terahertz Gap” in the electromagnetic spectrum
still exists. The challenges that must be bested to mend this rift are daunting and
are fundamentally physical in nature. Truthfully, this gap may not be closed for
some time. In the meantime, though, THz frequency electromagnetic waves
have settled into an important niche as a backbone for futuristic scientific re-





A rudimentary schematic of a Terahertz Time-Domain Spectrometer is shown in
Fig. 2.1. At a basic level, THz-TDS’s consist of four fundamental components:
(1) an ultrafast pulsed laser source; (2) an emitter; (3) a detector; and, (4) a set of
collimating optics. Pulses from the ultrafast laser source are passed through a
beamsplitter and are incident upon both the emitter and detector. The emitter is
placed at the focus of (typically) a 90-degree off-axis parabolic mirror that both
collects and collimates the generated few-cycle pulses of THz radiation. While
the number of free-space THz optics varies widely depending on application,
the freely-propagating THz pulse is ultimately focused onto the detector with
a final parabolic mirror. An ultrafast laser pulse is used to optically gate – turn
”on” and ”off” – the detector synchronously with the arrival of the THz pulse
thereby enabling detection with femtowatt sensitivity. Because the THz power
generated by these systems is usually limited to < 100 nW, a lock-in amplifier is
utilized for increased detection sensitivity.
The design, construction, and alignment of a THz-TDS is a nontrivial task
that requires much patience. As is true with most custom-built experimental se-
tups, there exist a multitude of ways to build THz-TDS’s. While much literature
can be found on different types of spectrometers that exist, very few works offer
a comparison of the performance and benefits of each. What is worse, the pro-
claimed performance of each varies depending on specifically who you ask. In
















Figure 2.1: A schematic of a basic Terahertz Time-Domain Spectrometer.
THz-TDS’s consist of four basic components: an ultrafast laser,
a THz emitter, a THz detector, and free-space collimating op-
tics. These systems generate few-cycle, ultra-broadband pulses
of THz radiation and have power SNR exceeding 106:1. The
THz electric-field is directly measured in time by sampling it
with an ultrafast detector pulse at different temporal delays.
THz spectrometers because the performance of each depends very specifically
on many independent variables, including geometry, emitter and detector type,
laser power and pulse width, optics choice, etc. In this Chapter, I will present a
summary of the several different types of THz-TDS’s that I have built, I will dis-
cuss the physical mechanisms that underly their operation, and I will comment
on the performance, benefits, and downsides of each.
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2.2 Ultrafast Laser
While there does exist some flexibility in choosing the emitter/detector pair-
ing, the key component that should ultimately govern the design of the system
is the pulsed laser source. Owing to their commercial proliferation, the most
commonly utilized pulse laser system for THz spectroscopy is the Ti:Sapphire
oscillator. These lasers typically produce <100 fs pulses with energies near 10 nJ
and are operate at a center at a wavelength between 780 nm and 800 nm. Regen-
eratively amplified Ti:Sapphire systems are also commercially available. They
offer substantially reduced pulse widths (<35 fs) and increased pulse energies
(> 1 mJ), but at a much lower 1 KHz repetition rate. A summary of these pulsed
systems is given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: A comparison of the pulsed sources commonly used in THz
Time-Domain Spectrometers. Amplified systems offer much en-
hanced pulse energy and peak power. Subsequently, they are
well suited for THz generation via optical nonlinear processes.
Source Type Pulse Width Pulse Energy Peak Power
Ti:Sapphire Oscillator ( 80 MHz) <100 fs 10-20 nJ 100 KW
Regenerative Amplifier ( 1 KHz) <35 fs 1-3 mJ 10 GW
The research presented in this thesis utilized THz-TDS’s based exclusively
on a 1.5 W Spectra-Physics Tsunami Ti:Sapphire oscillator that routinely pro-
duced 90 fs pulses at 81 MHz. Therefore, my discussion of THz emitters and
detectors in the following sections will pertain almost entirely to devices com-
patible with my laser. Although I have no experience with regeneratively am-
plified lasers, I will briefly mention THz generation using such systems both for
completion and as a point of interest.
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2.3 Emitters
Terahertz Time-Domain Spectrometers produce few-cycle picosecond pulses of
electromagnetic radiation with a center frequency near 1 THz and ultra-wide
bandwidths that span 0.1 - 5 THz. From the wave equation for electromagnetic
waves in a homogenous media, it can easily be seen that a time-varying current
density, J(r, t), will couple to propagating electromagnetic waves.







Because E is related to the first time-derivative of J, the power spectral density of
E will be at least as broad as that of J. Therefore, time-varying currents densities
that have spectral components in the THz frequency range will generate THz
frequency electromagnetic radiation.
Emitters commonly found in THz-TDS’s utilize picosecond or sub-
picosecond photogenerated currents to generate few-cycle THz pulses. Figure
2.2 shows a theoretical example of such a time-varying current and the resulting
radiated pulse. The current pulse in Fig. 2.2(a) has a high-frequency sharp rising
edge that is inversely proportional to the width of the optical excitation pulse
and a low-frequency exponentially decaying tail that is due to carrier recom-
bination. As can be seen, the broad spectrum of the radiated pulse is centered
near 1 THz and exceeds 4 THz. The two different classes of THz emitter that
utilize these current surges will be explained in the following subsections.
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Figure 2.2: The simulated few-cycle THz waveform (b) emitted by a sub-
picosecond time-dependent current pulse (a). As can be seen,
the spectral density of (b) is centered near 1 THz and has a
bandwidth which extends to over 4 THz. Emission of freely
propagating few-cycle THz pulses from sub-picosecond cur-
rent waveforms forms the basis for most emitters found in
THz-TDS’s.
2.3.1 Surface Emission from III-V Semiconductors
Upon excitation by an ultrafast laser, III-V semiconductors emit few-cycle THz
pulses [1, 3]. At the origin of this well-studied phenomena is mid-band Fermi
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Level pinning at the semiconductor surface that occurs due to surface-defect-
state assisted recombination [1, 3]. Subsequently, majority carriers are depleted
within approximately 100 - 300 nm of the surface. The exact mechanism respon-
sible for THz emission depends on the electronic properties of the material.
In wide-bandgap III-V’s, such as GaAs and InP (bandgap = 1.43 eV and 1.34
eV, respectively), the bending of conduction and valence bands produces a large
built-in electric field at the surface. This field accelerates photoexcited carriers
and forms large drift current densities that exist on picosecond timescales (Fig.
2.3) [2, 3, 4]. As the polarity of the built-in electric-field changes with substrate








Figure 2.3: Surface emission of few-cycle THz pulses from wide-bandgap
III-V semiconductors. The primary emission mechanism is
the generation of sub-picosecond drift currents from the large
built-in surface field.
In narrow-bandgap III-V’s, such as InAs and InSb (bandgap ≈ 0.3 eV and
0.1 eV, respectively), the electric field from band-banding is relatively small and
THz emission is predominantly caused by sub-picosecond diffusion currents
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[3, 5, 6]. The 1D diffusion current for electrons, Jedi f f , and holes, Jhdi f f , in a semi-
conductor is given by the following expression,
Jedi f f = µekBT
∂n(x)
∂x
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Figure 2.4: Surface emission of few-cycle THz pulses from narrow-
bandgap III-V semiconductors. The primary emission mech-
anism is the generation of sub-picosecond diffusion currents.
where µe and µh are the electron and hole mobilities, respectively. In InAs these
mobilities differ vastly. µe = 30,000 cm2/V·s whereas µh = 240 cm2/V·s. Addi-
tionally, because the photon energy of a Ti:Sapphire laser pulse is substantially
larger than the bandgap of InAs, photoexcitation leads to the generation of a
sharp gradient of electrons and holes near the surface. These resulting total dif-
fusion current density J = Jediff + Jhdiff ≈ Jediff is dominated by the electron diffusion
current due to the large electron mobility. Several studies of THz emission from
the surface of both n-type and p-type InAs have been conducted. In contrast
with emission from wide-bandgap III-V’s, the polarity of the emitted THz pulse
does not depend on the type of substrate doping [3].
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The brightest THz surface emitter is p-type InAs lightly-doped less than 1016
cm−3 [5]. Lightly doped semiconductors have a larger depletion depth and can
therefore support larger photogenerated currents [5, 6]. Unfortunately, it is very
challenging to find samples with this level of p-type doping and the InAs sam-
ples used in this work were n-type with a doping level of 5×1016 cm−3. The
measured THz electric-field scaled linearly with optical excitation power up to
1 W.
Practically speaking, THz-TDS’s with emitters based on surface emission are
the simplest to build. The generation mechanism does not require special phase-
matching, precise alignment, or any microfabrication. Moreover, the generated
THz pulse propagates co-linearly with the reflected ultrafast laser beam which
aids with alignment of free space THz optics. Optical pump pulses should be
TM-polarized to exploit Brewster’s Angle and should be focused tightly on the
emitter. It is, however, important not to focus the optical beam too tightly to
avoid damaging the emitter at high excitation fluences. A major setback of
surface emission is its low efficiency. Because current dipole generated in the
emitter is oriented perpendicular to the surface, most of the THz radiation re-
mains trapped in the substrate by total internal reflection. Excitation powers
exceeding 1W are typically needed for this type of emitter.
2.3.2 Photoconductive Emitters
Ultrafast picosecond photoconductive (PC) switches, known as Auston
Switches, have been used to generate few-cycle pulses of THz radiation since
the mid 1970’s [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. These devices consist of a pair of electrically bi-
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ased metallic striplines fabricated on a semi-insulating substrate. An ultrafast
laser pulse is used to optically excite electron-hole pairs which are then acceler-
ated by the applied external electric field. A schematic of the THz PC emitter
used in this work is shown in Fig. 2.5. Separation of the photogenerated car-
riers generates a space-charge density which then screens the bias field on a
sub-picosecond timescale [12, 13]. The emitted THz radiation is almost entirely
polarized in the direction of the time-dependent current dipole (perpendicular
to the transmission lines) and only a minor component of the emitted field is
due to the propagation of sub-picosecond current pulses on the transmission
lines themselves.
In typical configurations, these emitters are capable of producing THz pulses
with bandwidths from 0.1 - 4 THz, although THz bandwidths exceeding 6 THz
from emitters pumped by sub-30fs optical pulses have been demonstrated. The
amplitude signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR, defined as the peak THz field amplitude
divided by the noise floor) from these PC emitters can be 15,000:1. Such high
SNR’s are achievable even at excitation powers 100 times less than that needed
for surface generation in III-V’s. Unlike in surface generation, the current surge
in a PC emitter is parallel to the facets of the emitter chip and thereby out-
couples to free space much more efficiency.
The PC emitters used in this work were fabricated on 3 inch diameter, 625
µm thick SI-GaAs wafers (>10 MΩ-cm) manufactured by Freiberger Compound
Materials. First, the wafer was coated with LOR-5A lift-off photoresist and then
SPR220-3 photoresist. The striplines were patterned in the resist using an ABM
contact photolithography tool. Next, the resist was developed in MIF-300 for 3








Figure 2.5: A schematic of a THz photoconductive emitter. The emitter is
fabricated on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate and consists of
Ti/Au striplines separated by 80 µm. A 6.2 mm high-resistivity
Si hyperhemispherical lens was butt-coupled to the back of the
PC emitter to improve the collimation and out-coupling effi-
ciency of the emitted THz radiation.
were deposited at a rate of 0.15 nm/s using the CHA Mark 50 electron beam
evaporator in ”Lift-Off Mode.” The metal was then lifted-off overnight in 1165
solvent. The details of this process are given in Table 2.2.
The striplines consisted of a pair of 10 µm wide and 20 mm long lines sep-
arated by 40, 80, and 160 µm (Fig. 2.5). The effect of stripline geometry on
THz-TDS performance is discussed below. Following fabrication, the wafer was
diced into 22 mm x 10 mm die that each contained six PC emitters. In some
instances, a 90 nm Si3N4 anti-reflection coating was deposited on the chips us-
ing the IPE plasma-enhance chemical vapor deposition tool. The reflectivity of
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Table 2.2: The major steps in the fabrication of photoconductive emitters.
This processes is very similar to that used to fabricate photocon-
ductive receivers with two exceptions: (1) thinner SPR955-1.2
was used in place of SPR220-3 (2) Ti/Al was deposited instead
of Ti/Au.
Stripline Fabrication Process
1. LOR-5A spin 45 s @ 3000 RPM
2. LOR bake 5 min @ 180 C
2. SPR220-3 spin 45 s @ 4000 RPM
3. solvent bake 90 s @ 115 C
4. exposure 4 s
5. post exposure bake 90 s @ 115 C
6. develop 3 min
7. metallization Ti/Au 50 nm/450 nm
8. lift-off overnight in 1165
this coating was < 5% at 780 nm. Each chip was then glued to the backside of
a printed circuit board and then wire-bonded. A picture of a completed and
mounted THz PC emitter is shown in Fig. 2.6.
The emitter chips were then placed inside a custom set of mounts and posi-
tioned at the focus of a 6” focal length parabolic mirror. To improve the collima-
tion and collection efficiency of the THz pulse, a 6.2 mm tall high-resistivity (>
10 KΩ-cm) hyperhemispherical Si lens was butt-coupled to the back of the chip.
The steps required to align the PC emitter will be discussed later.
In general, there exists a tradeoff between field amplitude and pulse band-
width from PC emitters. Larger dipoles should produce higher SNR pulses with
reduced bandwidth. However, the 80 µm dipoles yielded the best overall per-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: (a) A photograph of a PC emitter chip containing 6 stripline
THz emitters mounted and wirebonded to a PCB board. The
SMA coaxial connectors are used to apply the external bias.
The blue strip in the middle of the chip is a 90 nm Si3N4 AR
coating. (b) The emitter chip in a custom optical mount. A HR-
Si hyperhemispherical lens is butt-coupled to the back of the
chip.
formance as determined experimentally. This may be due to detector limitations
as well as the limitations in the performance of the free-space THz optics and
Si lenses at higher frequencies. Additionally, it should be noted that the THz
field amplitude and bandwidth depend strongly on the size and position of the
optical focus on the PC dipole.
Figure 2.7 (a) and (b) show the PC transmitter current and the maximum
THz electric-field amplitude versus optical excitation power for different emit-
ter bias voltages, respectively. The transmitter current and THz field have simi-
lar functional dependence on optical power and emitter bias, although the cur-
rent is slightly more linear at low excitation powers. Both exhibit a sharp ”turn-
on” that occurs at decreased optical powers as the electrical bias is increased.
This feature is believed to be due to the rapid increase of thermionic current
over the Ti/GaAs Schottky barrier with an increased in the photogenerated car-
rier density. At larger biases, the Schottky barrier is lowered and ”turn-on”
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happens at smaller carrier densities. For 80 µm dipoles, the maximum emitter
photocurrent, optical power, and bias voltage were 0.9 mA, 7.5 mW, and 90 V
respectively. These parameters were selected to maximize the emitted THz field
and the longevity of the emitter while minimizing the effects of pump beam
fluctuations and misalignment on emitter performance.




























































Figure 2.7: Current in the PC emitter (a) and detected THz electric field
(b) versus optical excitation power for different applied biases.
The sharp ”turn-on” transient is most likely due to increasing
thermionic current over the Ti/GaAs Schottky barrier.
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2.3.3 Nonlinear Emitters
Optical rectification of ultrafast laser pulses in nonlinear media can also be used
to generated few-cycle THz pulses. As was previously mentioned, efficient non-
linear generation of THz pulses requires the use of regeneratively amplified op-
tical pulses that have several millijoules of energy and gigawatt peak powers.
The spectral components of these pulses mix to generate low-frequency THz
harmonics. Nonlinear generation of THz pulses has been demonstrated in sev-
eral semiconductors [14], including ZnTe [15, 16], LiNbO3 [17, 18, 21] as well as
some organic materials such as 4-dimethylamino-Nmethylstilbazolium tosylate
(DAST) [19, 20]. Recently, terawatt amplified laser systems have been used to
produce extremely high-power THz pulses with energies of several microjoules
from tilted phase-front LiNbO3 [21].
2.4 Detectors
In THz Time-Domain Spectrometers, detection is accomplished by measuring
the cross-correlation of the incident THz pulse and an ultrafast laser pulse. The
detector is optically gated coherently with the arrival of the THz pulse and the
THz pulse is sampled at one point in time. The entire THz waveform is resolved
by adjusting the delay between it and the optical pulse. Selective gating of the
detector only with the arrival of the THz pulse enables very high detection sen-
sitivities, as mentioned previously. The two types of THz-TDS detectors used in
this work will be discussed.
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2.4.1 Photoconductive Detectors
A photoconductive detector is an optically gated stripline antennae that is exter-
nally biased by the incident THz pulse. As can be seen in Fig. 2.8, the geometry
of a PC detector is similar to that of an emitter with the addition of a folded
dipole between the two striplines. The incident THz pulse is focused on the
dipole using a Si lens and drives currents in the detector by accelerating pho-
toexcited carriers. These currents are measured using a lock-in amplifier and
are typically several nanoamps at maximum.
The PC receivers were fabricated on a 3” 430 µm thick Silicon-On-Sapphire
(SOS) wafer with a 0.5 µm thick Si cap layer. The fabrication process was iden-
tical to that used for PC emitters with two exceptions. First, thinner SPR955-1.2
i-line photoresist was spun and exposed on the GCA AutoStep stepper pho-
tolithography tool to resolve sub-micron features with sharp corners. Second,
80 nm of Ti and 400 nm of Al were evaporated. Detectors with 5 µm striplines
and a 10 µm long dipole (5-10-5) and 2 µm striplines and a 6 µm long dipole
(2-6-2) were both fabricated. The larger detectors have smaller bandwidth but
greater peak signal level when compared to the smaller detectors.
An additional implantation step was required to reduced carrier lifetime and
improve detection bandwidth. Individual chips (each containing six detectors)
were commercially dual implanted with O+ ions at energies of 200 KeV and
100 KeV and a constant dose of 1015 cm2. These defects act as mid-band traps
and, at the dose and energies listed above, should reduce the carrier lifetime
to < 1 ps. The chips were mounted similar to the emitter chips and placed at
the focus of a 6” parabolic mirror. A 6.4 mm tall hyperhemispherical Si lens










Figure 2.8: A schematic of a THz photoconductive receiver. The receiver is
fabricated on a Silicon-on-Sapphire substrate and consists of a
Ti/Al folded-dipole with a 5 µm gap for optical excitation. The
SOS substrate was intentionally damaged by implantation of
O+ ions to reduce the carrier lifetime to < 1ps and increase the
detection bandwidth. A 6.4 mm high-resistivity Si hyperhemi-
spherical lens was butt-coupled to the back of the PC receiver
to focus the incident THz pulse on the dipole.
power was 7.5 mW. Figure 2.9 shows an example of THz pulse measured by a
5-10-5 dipole PC receiver. The bandwidth of the detected pulse is limited by
the detector geometry. THz bandwidths exceeding 4.5 THz can be achieved by
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Figure 2.9: The THz electric field and spectrum detected by a 5-10-5 SOS
PC receiver. The THz emitter was an SI-GaAs PC switch with
an 80 µm gap. The amplitude SNR is 3000:1 and the THz band-
width exceeds 3 THz. With the same emitter, the detected SNR
of a smaller 2-6-2 dipole was reduced to 1000:1, but the band-
width increased past 4.5 THz.
2.4.2 Nonlinear Detectors
Nonlinear detection of few-cycle THz pulses is based on the electro-optic ef-
fect, whereby the THz electric field induces optical birefringence in a non-
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linear medium. The induced birefringence produces a phase-shift on a co-
propagating optical pulse which is ultimately manifested as a polarization ro-
tation [16, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. The nonlinear detectors in this work were based
on 1 mm thick < 110 > oriented ZnTe crystals manufactured by eV Products
and Nikko Materials. Although other nonlinear media have been used in THz
detection [27, 28], ZnTe exhibits the highest responsivity because of a strong
nonlinear coefficient, relatively low absorption coefficient from 0.1 - 3 THz, and
relatively good phase matching at optical and THz frequencies. The index of
refraction of ZnTe is ≈3 at 780 nm and is 3.17 - 3.36 from 0.1 - 3 THz [29].
A detailed analysis of the principle of electro optic detection in an arbitrary
medium with a zincblende crystalline structure is given in [16]. To achieve max-
imum sensitivity, the detector was oriented such that the polarization of the THz
pulse was parallel to the < 110 > crystalline axis. The polarization of the optical
probe pulse was rotated to be parallel to the < 100 > crystalline axis.
Figure 2.10 shows a schematic of a nonlinear THz detector system as well
as a photograph of the actual system, respectively. The optical probe pulse
is passed through a linear polarizer (extinction ratio >100,000:1) and then co-
linearized with the THz pulse using a pellicle beamsplitter. Because the pellicle
is substantially thinner than a THz wavelength, its THz transmission is nearly
unity. The THz and probe pulses propagate collinearly and through the ZnTe
crystal with an adjustable temporal delay. The probe then passes through a λ/4-
waveplate (QWP) and a Wollaston polarizer. Finally, the probe is split based on
polarization and measured with balanced Si photodetectors. A detailed analysis
of this process is given below.
















Figure 2.10: A schematic and picture of the nonlinear detection system
used in this work for detecting few-cycle THz pulses. The
optical probe and THz pulse propagate collinearly through
the electro-optic ZnTe crystal. THz-induced birefringence in
the ZnTe rotates the polarization of the probe pulse. The dif-
ferential polarization signal is then measured using balanced
photodetectors (see Fig. 2.12).
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it propagates through the ZnTe crystal and QWP is shown in Fig. 2.11. For
reference, the xyz coordinate system is oriented such that the x-axis is parallel to
the optical table and the probe is propagating in the z-direction. Additionally,
the x′y′z coordinate system is a −pi/4 rotation of xyz around the z-axis. After
the linear polarizer and before the ZnTe, the polarization of the probe pulse is
y = 1√
2
(x′ + y′). The THz induced birefringence in ZnTe adds a phase shift φ
to the probe that is linearly proportional to the amplitude of the incident THz
electric field, ET Hz. φ = ξET Hz, where ξ is a constant that is based upon material
parameters and optical wavelength [16]. After the ZnTe crystal, the probe is
elliptically polarized in a polarization state that can be expressed as 1√
2
(x′+e jφy′).
Next, the probe passes through a QWP that is rotated such that its slow axis
is parallel to y′. The probe polarization is 1√
2

























Figure 2.11: The polarization state of the optical probe pulse after it passes
through the ZnTe crystal and QWP in the nonlinear THz de-
tector. The probe polarization has been rotated (with respect
to the xy coordinate system) due to THz-induced birefrin-
gence in the ZnTe crystal.
Finally, a Wollaston polarization-selective projects the probe polarization into
the xy coordinate system and physical separates the beam into its x and y polar-
ization components. The difference in the power of each beam, P∆ = Px − Py, is
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proportional to
P∆ ∝ sin(φ) (2.3)
When the polarization of the THz pulse becomes negative, P∆ also changes sign.
In typical THz-TDS systems, φ ≈ 10−3, and Eq. 2.3 may be approximated by
P∆ ∝ φ (2.4)
The QWP is essential because it ”biases” the detector such that its response is
linearly proportional to the amplitude of the incident THz electric field [25]. In
the absence of the QWP, P∆ ∝ cos(φ) which is constant for small φ.
A schematic and photograph of the balanced photodetector circuit used in
the THz detector are shown in Fig. 2.12. The circuit contained two Hama-
matsu S2386-44K Si photodiodes biased at 10 V, two AVX CB027D0104JBA 0.1 µF
surface-mount capacitors, and two Vishay TNPW08051K00BEEN 1 KΩ surface-
mount resistors. Following the Wollaston, each polarized beam was focused
onto a photodiode and the power in each beam was 10 µW. The differential cur-
rent, I∆ ∝ P∆, was input to a Stanford Research SR570 current preamplifier and
then to a lock-in amplifier. With the THz pulse blocked, Idi f f should ideally be 0
if the detector is perfectly balanced. In practice, the common-mode rejection ra-
tio, defined as Ix/I∆, of 10,000:1 could be achieved by carefully rotating the QWP
to adjust Px and Py and by adjusting the external DC bias of each photodetector.
An example THz waveform measured using the nonlinear detection scheme














Figure 2.12: A schematic and picture of the balanced photodetector circuit
used for nonlinear detection of THz pulses. The output of the
circuit, I∆ is sent into a lock-in amplifier. The circuit had a
maximum common-mode rejection ratio of 10,000:1.
cause of strong acoustic phonon absorption in ZnTe [29]. However, THz-TDS’s
with very thin ZnTe detectors that exhibit better phase-matching and lower ab-
sorption have demonstrated detection bandwidths over 40 THz [26, 30]. ZnTe
also has an acoustic phonon band at 1.6 THz [29].
Nonlinear THz detectors suffer from a fundamental problem that ultimately
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Figure 2.13: The THz electric field and spectrum detected by a nonlinear
electro-optic detector based on 1 mm thick < 110 > ZnTe crys-
tal. The THz emitter was an SI-GaAs PC switch with an 80 µm
gap. The amplitude SNR is 500:1 and the THz spectrum drops
sharply near 3 THz due to phonon absorption the detector. To
avoid the effects of multiple internal reflections, a polished 10
mm MgO cube was butt-coupled to the back of the ZnTe.
limits the maximum frequency resolution of the THz-TDS. The round-trip prop-
agation time in a 1 mm thick ZnTe crystal (index ≈ 3.1) is 20 ps and, subse-
quently, long scans of the THz waveform in time will contain strong ”baby”
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pulses separated by this interval as a result of multiple internal reflections.
These pulses introduce deep Fabry-Perot fringes into the pulse spectrum at a
frequency spacing equal to the inverse round-trip time inside the ZnTe crystal
that are not easily removed. Therefore, the frequency resolution of a THz-TDS
based on nonlinear detection in a 1 mm thick ZnTe crystal is limited to 50 GHz.
To eliminate these Fabry-Perot fringes, a 10 mm MgO (optically transparent)
crystal was butt-coupled to the back of the ZnTe. Because MgO is nearly in-
dexed matched to ZnTe at THz frequencies, reflections of the THz pulse from the
MgO-ZnTe interface were negligible and the frequency resolution of the THz-
TDS was increased to 4.5 GHz.
2.5 Aligning a THz-TDS
The first major step in systematically aligning a THz-TDS is the alignment of the
parabolic mirrors. Once the beam path is established and the basic spectrometer
geometry is determined, the laser focusing optics for the THz emitter and detec-
tor should be installed. Because the THz pulse will propagate (approximately)
co-linearly with the laser excitation pulse, the laser beam path and spot size is
an excellent reproduction of the future THz pulse path. The parabolic mirror for
the emitter (detector) should therefore be aligned with the laser focused tightly
at the expected position of the THz emitter (detector).
Alignment of a THz surface emitter and a nonlinear detector is relatively
straightforward because, as previously mentioned, the visible laser beam that
reflects off or propagates through these components can be used as a reference
for the THz path. While the path of the incident laser pulse and generated THz
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pulse are also co-linear in a PC emitter, the entire laser pulse is absorbed by the
emitter substrate and can no longer be used as a visible reference. Therefore,
PC emitters must be aligned in two steps. First, the PC dipole is aligned to the
incident laser pulse by focusing the laser spot tightly on the dipole and looking
at the image of the dipole in the reflected beam with an IR scope. It is important
to note that the incident laser beam should not be moved after the parabolic
mirrors have been aligned to it. Monitoring the photocurrent from the external
DC voltage supply also helps when aligning the dipole. Next, the hyperhemi-
spherical Si lens must be aligned to the dipole (in essence, to the laser pulse).
To do this, a collimated 1550 nm amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source
co-linearized with the laser beam can be used. The Si lens should be adjusted
such that the ASE radiation transmitted through the entire emitter setup strikes
the parabolic mirror in the center. An analogous process is used to align PC
detectors.
2.6 Optical-Pump THz-Probe Spectroscopy
With the addition of an optical pump pulse, as shown in Fig. 2.14, the ca-
pability of a THz-TDS system can be augmented to realize the time-resolved
spectroscopy of ultrafast phenomena. This technique, known as optical-pump
THz-probe (OPTP) spectroscopy , utilizes few-cycle THz pulses from a TDS to
coherently probe the THz frequency dynamics of an optically excited sample.
Unlike most traditional single-color or multi-color optical-pump optical-probe
spectroscopy, OPTP allows for the study of the low-frequency collective exci-
tations of a sample. These collective excitations may correspond to rotation or
oscillation of the conformation modes of DNA or protein, or the free-carrier re-
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sponse of a bulk semiconductor or graphene sheet. Additionally, because the
THz electric field is measured directly in the time-domain, the time-resolved
















Figure 2.14: A schematic of an optical-pump THz-probe experimental
setup. This setup is similar to that in Fig. 2.1 with the addi-
tion of an optical pump path. Samples under test are placed at
the focus of the parabolic mirrors, excited optically, and then
probed with a THz pulse. This system enables experimen-
tal measurement of time-dependent complex conductivity as
well the time-evolution of the entire frequency-dependent
complex conductivity.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.14, OPTP THz-TDS systems have two optical delay
stages and subsequently two different temporal delays. The first optical delay
controls the temporal delay between the THz pulse and the optical probe pulse
that is incident upon the detector. This delay is fundamental to every THz-
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TDS. The second optical delay is used to adjust the temporal delay between the
THz pulse and the optical pump pulse incident on the specimen under study.
Both the optical pump and THz probe pulses are simultaneously chopped and
the lock-in amplifier is referenced to the sum (or difference) of these chopping
frequencies. A photograph of the actual experimental OPTP setup is shown in
2.15.
sample  holder
Figure 2.15: A photograph of the actual optical-pump THz-probe experi-
mental setup.
There are two different ways of performing OPTP spectroscopy. To measure
the differential THz transmission of a sample (ultimately the time-dependent
complex conductivity), the first optical delay is adjusted to maximize the THz
signal and is then held constant while the second optical delay is scanned. Mea-
surements of this type will, for example, produce a decaying-exponential plot of
the lifetime of photogenerated electron-hole pairs in a semiconductor. This type
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of measurement technique has been used to directly measure the free-carrier
lifetime in radiation-damaged SOS [31] and the relaxation and recombination
dynamics in epitaxial graphene [32].
To measure the entire time-evolution of the frequency-dependent complex
conductivity, the temporal delay between the optical-pump and THz-probe
pulses is held fixed and the entire THz waveform is measured in time by scan-
ning the first delay. The optical-pump THz-probe delay is then incremented
and the waveform is scanned again. The time-evolution of the conductivity
spectrum can then be extracted by studying the time-evolution of the Fourier
transform of each THz pulse at each optical-pump THz-probe delay. The time-
dependent complex conductivity spectrum of GaAs nanowires [33] and Ge
nanowires [34] was measured using this OPTP technique.
The measured OPTP signal is proportional to the overlap of the THz probe
and optical pump on the sample as well as the number of excited carriers. It
is therefore beneficial to match the focal size of each pulse while focusing both
very tightly. However, the 6” focal length parabolic mirrors typically found
in THz-TDS only focus the THz pulse to a FWHM spot diameter of ≈ 1 mm.
Most OPTP systems utilize high pulse energy regeneratively amplified laser
systems to achieve very high photogenerated carrier densities even with these
large optical focal spots. The measurements presented in the latter chapters of
this work, however, were exclusively performed using a standard, un-amplified
Ti:Sapphire oscillator. To accommodate for low pulse energy, the standard 6” fo-
cal length parabolic mirrors were replaced with 1” focal length mirrors and the
THz spot size was reduced by nearly 30. The focal spot of the optical pump
pulse was then reduced and the excitation density was subsequently increased
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by nearly the same factor. Of course, the introduction of smaller optics made
the entire OPTP system more compact and difficult to align (Fig. 2.15).
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CHAPTER 3
AIR-CORE METAL INTEGRATED TERAHERTZ PHOTONICS
3.1 Introduction
Integrated THz photonic components are important for performing THz spec-
troscopy of vibrational modes in biological and chemical molecules [67, 68, 69],
realizing lab-on-a-chip detection platforms with high-sensitivity [35, 36, 37],
studying THz nonlinearities, and developing compact sources of coherent THz
radiation [38, 39]. Although several types of passive THz waveguides and res-
onators have been experimentally demonstrated [40, 41, 42, 43, 44], they have
typically been fabricated using bulk micromachining techniques and are not
suitable for on-chip integration. This chapter will present the first experimental
measurements of novel integrated THz air-core metallic photonic components.
In addition, the fabrication techniques used for building these devices will be
discussed. This chapter will primarily focus on results for square microcavity
resonators side-coupled to metal waveguides and present measurements of the
cavity quality factors resulting from external coupling and intrinsic cavity loss
for different resonator sizes.
3.2 Aperture-Coupled Microcavity Resonators
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of a square THz microcavity resonator, with side d,
coupled to a waveguide via an aperture with width w and thickness t. At near-
IR wavelengths, evanescent-field coupling is commonly used to excite dielectric
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microcavities via waveguides [46]. In these devices, however, THz radiation is
aperture-coupled to the air-core resonators. The y-polarized electric field prop-
agates in the TE10 waveguide mode whose spatial field profile is given by,



















and λ is the free-space wavelength. This mode excites the fundamental TE101
mode of the microcavity with the (approximate) spatial profile of,













In a lossless and uncoupled metallic resonator, the resonance frequency of









Because the spatial profiles of the TE10 mode and TE101 mode are constant
in the y-direction, the electromagnetic fields in these modes can be simulated
using a two-dimensional Finite-Difference Time-Domain (2D-FDTD) method.
The simulated resonant THz electric field in the structure is shown in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a THz microcavity resonator side-coupled to a
metal waveguide overlayed with the simulated THz electric
field from 2D-FDTD. The square resonator has side d and the
coupling aperture has width w and thickness t. The THz elec-
tric field polarized in yˆ-direction and the waveguide is 200 µm
wide.
3.3 Fabrication
The THz resonators and waveguides under test were fabricated from two heav-
ily doped (NA = 1020 cm−3) 3” Si wafers that were patterned and bonded together.
Heavily doped wafers were selected so that any THz radiation that was coupled
to the substrate instead of the waveguide would be significantly attenuated and
would not interfere with measurements. First, the side-coupled resonators and
waveguides were defined on one wafer in SPR220-3 (2 µm) photoresist using
standard photolithography techniques detailed in Table 3.1. The exposure was
performed on an ABM contact lithography tool with the near-UV (405 - 365 nm)
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mirrors installed. A post-exposure bake was performed to activate the resist,
improve development, and reduce side-wall roughness. After developing the
resist in MIF300, the patterned resist was hardbaked in a convection oven at
90 C for 60 min to improve etch selectivity and durability. The wafer was then
etched 150 µm using a Unaxis 770 deep reactive-ion etcher (RIE). The 150 µm
etch depth established the waveguide, resonator, and aperture height (dimen-
sion in the y-direction). An SEM image of a typical etched structure is shown in
Fig. 3.3. As can be seen, the coupling aperture was etched anisotropically and
was undercut by 20 µm. To achieve maximum verticality, the Unaxis etcher uti-
lizes the Bosch etching processes whereby a two-step passivation and isotropic
SF6 etch cycle is repeated several hundred times. Subsequently, the waveguide
sidewalls had 150 nm scallops following the etch, as can be seen in Fig. 3.4. To
help reduce scattering and propagation loss from this sidewall roughness, the
etched wafer was oxidized with 1 µm of thermal oxide and then dipped in 49%
HF acid.
Next, both the etched and blank Si wafers were oxidized with 750 nm of
thermal oxide. After oxidation, 50 nm of Ti and 400 nm of Au were confor-
mally deposited on the wafers using a CHA Mark 50 electron beam evaporator
in ”Planetary Mode.” The thickness of the Au layer was chosen to be greater
than five electromagnetic skin-depths (∼80 nm at THz frequencies [47]). Fol-
lowing evaporation, both wafers were immediately pressed together to form a
temporary bond. The wafer stack was then permanently bonded under vacuum
on an EV501 wafer bonder at a temperature of 350 C and a pressure of 1.5 MPa
for 45 minutes [49]. The oxide layer between the Si substrate and metal acted
as crucial diffusion barrier that prevented Si atoms from diffusing into the Au















1.5 MPa, 350 C, 45 min
Figure 3.2: The four major fabrication steps: (1) Photolithography; (2)
Deep Si Bosch etching; (3) Thermal oxidation and Ti/Au con-
formal metallization; and, (4) Thermocompression bonding.
wafer into 2 mm x 2 mm squares on the wafer saw. Despite the excessive stress
exerted by the saw, over 99% of the diced pieces remained bonded. Finally, the
completed devices were diced 7 mm long and the facets were polished until op-
tically smooth at THz frequencies. Figure 3.5 displays one facet of an air-core
rectangular metal waveguide.
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Table 3.1: The photolithography steps required to define air-core waveg-
uides and resonant cavities in a silicon.
Photolithography Process
1. P10 prime 30 s @ 3000 RPM
2. spin 45 s @ 4000 RPM
3. solvent bake 90 s @ 115 C
4. exposure 4 s
5. post exposure bake 90 s @ 115 C
6. develop 90 s
7. hard bake 60 min @ 90 C
3.4 Experimental Measurement
Terahertz measurements of the waveguides were conducted using a purged
THz Time-Domain Spectrometer (THz-TDS) with a SI-GaAs photoconduc-
tive transmitter and a SOS photoconductive receiver [44] arranged in a two-
parabolic-mirror U configuration (Fig. 3.6(a)). The spectrometer was pumped
by an ultrafast Ti:Sapphire laser and the power incident upon both the transmit-
ter and receiver was 10 mW. With a lock-in amplifier time constant of 100 ms,
the power spectral dynamic range of the experiments was 106. Chips contain-
ing several waveguides were clamped vertically in a metal mount that was con-
nected to a three-axis linear stage. Terahertz radiation from the THz-TDS was
coupled into the devices using 6.2 mm tall high-resistivity Si hyperhemispheri-
cal lenses butt-coupled to each waveguide facet. The entire coupling setup was
placed equidistant bewteen the two 6” focal length parabolic mirrors. Figure 3.6
shows a picture of the coupling setup. Multiple 80 ps long scans of each device




Figure 3.3: (a) SEM of a fabricated waveguide-coupled THz microcav-
ity resonator. (b) Zoomed in view of the coupling aperture
(dashed box in (a)). The coupling aperture is undercut due to
anisotropic etching.
the excitation of a microcavity.
Three square resonators with sides d = 175 µm, 150 µm, and 125 µm coupled
to 200 µm wide waveguides via apertures of average widths w = 110 µm and
100 µm and thicknesses t = 10 µm were measured using the THz-TDS. As an ex-
ample, the time-domain THz electric field after propagation through a waveg-
uide coupled to a resonator (d = 125 µm and w = 100 µm) is shown in Fig. 3.7.











Figure 3.5: Photograph of a polished waveguide facet which shows an air-
core metal waveguide and Au-Au bond.
dependent transmission of the resonator extends past 60 ps. The time-domain
waveform of the pulse through the waveguide has been shifted in time to elim-
inate the 107 ps propagation delay from the Si lenses. Figure 3.8 displays the
measured power transmitted through the device. The transmission spectrum
exhibits a narrow feature at 1.331 THz that corresponds to excitation of the res-










Figure 3.6: The coupling setup used to measure the THz response of the
microcavity resonators and waveguides. The waveguide chip
mounted between the two Si lenses contains several integrated
waveguides.
quency is 0.75 THz. This is in excellent agreement with theoretical predictions.
The strong oscillations in the spectrum that begin at 2.15 THz are characteristic
of significant excitation of higher order waveguide modes [40].
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Figure 3.7: (a) The measured THz time-domain electric field waveform
of after propagation through free space (green) and the
waveguide-coupled resonator structure (d = 125 µm, w = 100
µm) (blue, scaled 5 times and shifted in time). (b) The actual
measured waveform after propagation through the waveguide
device. Oscillations in the time-domain waveform are from
waveguide dispersion and excitation of the resonant cavity.
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Figure 3.8: (a) The measured THz time-domain amplitude spectrum after
propagation through free space (green) and the waveguide-
coupled resonator structure (d = 125 µm, w = 100 µm) (blue,
scaled 5 times). (b) The actual measured amplitude spectrum
after propagation through the waveguide device. The spec-
trum exhibits a resonance dip near 1.33 THz which is evidence
of excitation of the resonant cavity mode. In (a), spectral com-
ponents below the waveguide cutoff frequency (0.75 THz) do
not propagate. Fringes in the spectrum are due to interference
of higher-order waveguide modes.
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3.5 Theoretical Analysis
Near the resonant frequency, the evolution of the electric field, b, inside of a
















In Eq. 3.5, ωo is the resonance frequency, QE and QL are the cavity quality factors
related to external coupling and intrinsic cavity loss, respectively, and ai is the
incident waveguide field (Fig. 3.1) normalized such that its squared magnitude
equals the incident power. The transmitted field is at, where at = ai − b
√
ωo/2QE
[50]. After combining this equation with the time-harmonic solution to Eq. 3.5,
the expression obtained for the frequency-dependent power transmission of the
coupled waveguide-resonator system, T (ω), is
T (ω) =
∣∣∣∣∣atai
∣∣∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣∣1 − 1/QE1/QE + 1/QL − 2 j (1 − ω/ω0)
∣∣∣∣∣2 (3.6)
This expression has a Lorentzian shape and is applicable for frequencies close
to ωo. From Eq. 3.6, it can be seen that the power transmission at resonance is
reduced from unity and is exactly zero for lossless cavities (QL = ∞). This occurs
because the electromagnetic radiation coupled from a lossless resonator back
into the waveguide in the forward direction interferes completely destructively
with the incident radiation, ai.
Figure 3.9, Fig. 3.10, and Fig. 3.11 show the extracted transmission reso-
nances for resonators with d = 175, 150, and 125 µm, respectively. As can be
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w = 110 μm
ω  = 1.077 THz, Q  = 40, Q  = 30


























w = 110 μm
ω  = 1.077 THz, Q  = 40, Q  = 30o E L
Figure 3.9: Microcavity transmission spectra for resonators with d = 175
µm and average w = 110 µm (open circles) and 100 µm (open
squares). Measured values QE are between 40 and 90 and a
fitting error less than 10% is expected.
























d = 150 μm
w = 110 μm
ω  = 1.202 THz, Q  = 70, Q  = 35o E L
w = 110 μm
ω  = 1.220 THz, Q  = 70, Q  = 40o E L
Figure 3.10: Microcavity transmission spectra for a resonator with d = 150
µm and average w = 110 µm (open circles) and 100 µm (closed
circles).
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d = 125 μm
w = 110 μm
ω  = 1.305 THz, Q  = 65, Q  = 50o E L
w = 110 μm
ω  = 1.331 THz, Q  = 90, Q  = 35o E L
Figure 3.11: Microcavity transmission spectra for a resonator with d = 125
µm and average w = 110 µm (open circles) and 100 µm (closed
circles).
seen, the microcavities affect the measured THz-TDS spectra only in a narrow
frequency range near resonance. To extract the microcavity transmission spec-
tra, the measured THz-TDS spectra with resonances removed were fitted with
fifth-order polynomials near the resonance frequencies and the total THz-TDS
spectra were then normalized with these polynomials. Figure 4 shows the trans-
mission spectra of different cavities obtained in this way. The Lorentzian expres-
sion in Eq. 3.6 was fitted to the measured microcavity transmission spectra to
obtain the values of ωo, QE, and QL, which are included in Fig. 3.9, Fig. 3.10,
and Fig. 3.11. It can be seen that the measured transmission spectra is well de-
scribed by a Lorentzian near the resonance frequency. The values of QE and QL
changed by less than 10% when a third-order polynomial was used to extract
the transmission spectra.
The increase of ωo and QE with decrease in w matches closely the trends
predicted by 2D-FDTD simulations. As the aperture width is reduced, the res-
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onator becomes increasingly decoupled from the waveguide and the coupling
quality factor increases. Table 3.2 shows the measured data and simulated re-
sults obtained from 2D-FDTD for d = 175 µm and w averaged to account for
the 20 µm etch undercut mentioned previously. The small discrepancies be-
tween these measured and FDTD values can be attributed to nonidealities in
the structure dimensions and sidewall verticality that cannot be modeled by
two-dimensional simulations. Similar agreement exists between FDTD results
and experimental data for the other resonators shown in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11.
Table 3.2: Measured and simulated values of ωo, QE, and QL for d = 175
µm. Good agreement between experimental and 2D-FDTD re-
sults exists for ωo and QE. Large discrepancy in QL may be due
to imperfect metallization and defects in the Au-Au bond.
Measured
d (µm) w (µm) ωo (THz) QE QL
175 100 1.077 40 30
175 90 1.091 65 35
2D-FDTD
d (µm) w (µm) ωo (THz) QE QL
175 110 1.117 55 370
175 100 1.132 80 354
As can be seen in Table 3.2, the measured and simulated values of QL differ
significantly. Using a conductivity of 38×106 S/m for Au at 1 THz [47, 48], the
calculated values of QL are between 291 and 370 for all the cavity geometries
studied in this work. These values are significantly larger than the measured
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values of 30 to 40 presented in Fig. 3.9. This disagreement may partially be
due to the reduced conductivity of evaporated Au at THz frequencies [51], but
is more likely attributable to defects in the Au-Au bond. Imperfections in the
bond could lead to a contact resistance of several Ohms that would add in series
with the resistance due to Ohmic losses in the cavity sidewalls (∼ 0.4 Ω) (Fig.
3.4). The calculated values of QL agree well with the measured values if a bond
resistance of ∼ 3 Ω is assumed.
From Eq. 3.5, the estimated enhancement of the square-magnitude of the
peak THz electric field in the microcavity resonator to that in the waveguide is
between 8 and 18 for all of the structures in this work. Achieving strong field
enhancement in integrated structures would therefore require THz microcavi-
ties with small intrinsic cavity losses. Such structures would be well suited for
narrow-band sensing applications, developing integrated sources of THz radi-
ation, and studying THz nonlinearities.
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CHAPTER 4
TERAHERTZ SPECTROSCOPY OF BIOLOGICAL MOLECULES USING
NOVEL MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES
4.1 Introduction
Important biomolecules, including proteins, RNA, and DNA have vibrational
modes with frequencies in the 0.1 THz - 5 THz range [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59,
60, 61]. Consequently, THz electromagnetic radiation can be used to probe, de-
tect, and identify biomolecules. The THz absorption spectra of biomolecules re-
flect the low frequency vibrational modes corresponding to collective molecular
oscillations, relative motion of molecular subdomains, and, specifically in DNA
molecules, twisting and deformation of the double-helix structure [52, 53, 54].
Compared to higher frequency Raman modes, the low frequency vibrational
modes in DNA are extremely sensitive to composition and topology, and reflect
features specific to specific DNA sequences. In addition, because these vibra-
tional modes have frequencies in the THz range, the complex refractive index a
biomolecule is sensitive to its primary, secondary and tertiary molecular struc-
ture as well as to its specific conformational state. Therefore, THz spectroscopy
can also be used for the detection and identification of biomolecular composi-
tions and conformations.
Several studies of biomolecules in the THz frequency range have been con-
ducted [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. Due to strong water absorption at THz fre-
quencies, these studies have typically been limited to dry or partially hydrated
specimens. In [55], THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) was performed
on dried films of biomolecules that were up to 7.5 mm thick. The use of thick
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dry films also helps to increase the measurement SNR by increasing the interac-
tion length between the THz radiation and the biological specimen. In [56, 57],
THz-TDS of hydrated liquid-phase biomolecules prepared in gel films was per-
formed. Studies of the THz absorption of biomolecules in large volume aque-
ous solutions were conducted in [58], but these experiments required the use of
a high-power free electron laser. Unfortunately, such high-power THz sources
are very large, expensive, and are not readily available. Recently, integrated
spectroscopy systems based upon microstrip waveguides have been proposed
and demonstrated in [59, 60, 61]. However, the performance of these devices
suffers from the limited bandwidth of microstrip components.
The techniques utilized in most of these measurements are fundamentally
limited in many ways and do not facilitate the development of integrated THz
sensing platforms. Instead, it is advantageous to perform the spectroscopy of
biological molecules should be performed in liquid phase – whether it be in
buffered aqueous solution, in blood, or other liquid buffers – in compact mi-
crofluidic devices for several reasons: (1) microfluidic chips can facilitate inter-
changing biological specimen andreacting biological specimen with chemicals
or other agents in real-time; (2) the dimensions of microfluidic channels can be
designed to facilitate the use of low-power THz-TDS systems by avoiding ex-
cess water absorption and can enable the spectroscopy of picomole quantities of
biomolecules; and, (3) microfluidic channels can easily be integrated with pho-
tonic elements and other devices to realize multifunctional spectroscopy plat-
forms with high sensitivity. A schematic of such an integrated THz sensing
platform based on microfluidic channels is shown in Fig. 4.1. The realization
of these devices requires materials that have low loss and dispersion from op-










Figure 4.1: A system for on-chip THz sensing. The device contains arrays
of sample and reagent inputs, reaction chambers, and detection
chambers for THz as well as optical and IR spectroscopy.
4.2 Materials for Microfluidics
4.2.1 PDMS and Zeonor 1020R
Microfluidic channels are commonly fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane
elastomer (PDMS), which is a flexible, heat-curable polymer that has high trans-
mission at optical wavelengths. Due to its high water content, PDMS exhibits
large absorption at THz frequencies and is therefore unsuitable for use in THz
devices. Additionally, PDMS microfluidic channels are formed by bonding an
embossed PDMS slab with a glass or Quartz substrate. This would further in-
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crease THz losses. Fortunately, there exists a much more promising material
from which THz devices can be constructed. This material, known as Zeonor
1020R, is a mechanically rigid polymer that exhibits high transmission from UV
to Far-IR wavelengths, has significantly lower water content than PDMS [62],
and is resistant to most solvents and corrosives. Zeonor 1020R is produced by
the Zeon Corporation is, at the time of this work, was available in 2 mm thick,
clear plaques.
4.2.2 The Complex Index of PDMS and Zeonor 1020R
The dispersion and optical absorption coefficients of both Zeonor 1020R and
PDMS from 0.25 THz - 3 THz were measured using the THz-TDS based on a
<100> n-InAs emitter and a 1 mm <110> ZnTe electro-optic detector described
earlier. Because both the Zeonor and PDMS slabs were thick and exhibited only
broad spectral features, the temporal length of the spectrometer scan was lim-
ited so as to avoid etalon effects caused by multiple internal reflections. The
index of refraction and absorption coefficient of Zeonor and PDMS were then
extracted from the measured transmission data using Fresnel’s equation for the
frequency-dependent amplitude transmission through a dielectric slab, t, with-










In Eq. 4.1, Em(ω) is the measured THz spectrum of the pulse after propagation
through the slab, Er(ω) is the THz spectrum of the reference pulse, d is the slab
thickness, and n is the complex index of refraction of the slab. The absorption
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coefficients of Zeonor and PDMS calculated from the extracted complex indices
of refraction are shown in Fig. 4.2.
































Figure 4.2: The measured absorption coefficient of Zeonor 1020R and
PDMS. Zeonor has a nearly constant index of 1.518 (not shown)
and an absorption coefficient <1 cm−1 at THz frequencies,
which is 10-20 times smaller than that of PDMS.
Zeonor 1020R has a measured index of approximately 1.518 and an absorp-
tion coefficient <1 cm−1 from 0.5 THz - 2.5 THz. The low absorption of Zeonor
over a large frequency range makes it very well suited for use in THz spec-
troscopy.
4.3 Fabrication
The fabrication of microfluidic devices out of Zeonor 1020R involvesdutilizing
a multi-step hot-embossing technique that has been described in [63, 64]. A pic-
torial representation of the major steps involved is shown in Fig. 4.3 (a) and
(b). The template for embossing the channel was constructed from a 4” Si wafer.
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First, a 5 mm wide x 25 mm long channel was defined on the wafer in SPR220-
3 (2 µm) photoresist using standard photolithography techniques detailed in
Table 3.1. The exposure was performed on an ABM contact lithography tool
with the near-UV (405 - 365 nm) mirrors installed. A post-exposure bake was
performed to activate the resist, improve development, and reduce side-wall
roughness. After developing the resist in MIF300, the patterned resist was hard-
baked in a convection oven at 90 C for 60 min to improve etch selectivity and
durability.
The channel was then etched into the Si wafer using a Unaxis 770 deep
reactive-ion etcher (RIE). The exposed wafer surrounding the channel was
etched 95 µm deep thereby leaving the channel defined as a mesa in the cen-
ter of the wafer.
To form the channel, a 14.5 cm2 square Zeonor piece was embossed with the
Si wafer template on a hotpress at a temperature of 115 C and a pressure of 2.55
MPa. The piece was then cooled under load until its temperature was below
the glass transition temperature (102 C [62]). Fluid input and output ports were
then defined using a small end-mill and any excess Zeonor was removed with
a knife. Next, the embossed piece and a blank 14.5 cm2 Zeonor square were
soaked in an ethanol/decalin (80/20) solution for 30 s and 1 min, respectively.
The pieces were then rinsed in ethanol, dried and bonded on a hotpress at a
temperature of 65 C and a pressure of 1.6 MPa for 40 min to form the channel.
A picture of a typical completed device is shown in Fig. 4.3 (b). Finally, sy-
ringe needles were glued over the input (output) ports to facilitate the injection
(removal) of solutions into (out of) the device.
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Figure 4.3: Fabrication of the microfluidic devices used in this work. The
microfluidic channel is defined between two slabs of Zeonor
1020R using a hot embossing technique and is irradiated nor-
mally by pulses from a THz-TDS. The final channel depth was
95 µm.
4.4 The Absorption Spectrum of Bovine Serum Albumin
4.4.1 Overview of BSA
The absorption spectrum of the protein bovine serum albumin (BSA) at THz
frequencies was measured using Zeonor microfluidic channels. BSA is a well
studied proteins, is readily available, and is inexpensive. It is a polypeptide
chain consisting of 583 amino acids [65] with a sequence homology similar to
Human Serum Albumin [58]. BSA has a heart-shaped ellipsoidal geometry [53]
with a 54% α-helix and 18% β-sheet structure and has a molecular weight of
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approximately 66.430 kDa [65]. Importantly, spectroscopy of BSA at THz fre-
quencies has also previously been reported [55, 58, 59].
Aqueous solutions of globulin-free and fatty-acid-free lyophilized BSA pow-
der (Sigma-Aldrich A0281 Batch #075K7545) were prepared in a 0.05 M phos-
phate buffer (pH = 7.5) at concentrations of 101 mg/mL (pH = 7.0), 200 mg/mL
(pH = 6.9), and 305 mg/mL (pH = 6.9) as measured by 279 nm UV spectropho-
tometry. At these high concentrations, the uncertainty in the measurement of
the BSA concentration was approximately ±10%.
4.4.2 The Absorption Coefficient of BSA Solutions
The complex THz transmission spectra of the empty microfluidic channel, the
channel filled with phosphate buffer, and the same channel filled with the BSA
solutions were obtained in succession. The microfluidic device was placed at
the focus between two 90-degree off-axis parabolic mirrors and the entire ex-
perimental setup was N2 purged. To avoid perturbing the experimental setup,
the solutions were pumped into the channel with syringes connected to long
Tygon tubing. Scans of the phosphate buffer with a 0.02 THz resolution and
BSA solutions exhibited no significant features with spectral width less than
0.15 THz between 0.5 THz - 2.5 THz. This observation is consistent with the
THz absorption spectra of water and BSA reported in [55, 58, 59].
The THz transmission of each solution was averaged over three successive
scans with a measured reproducibility near 98%. Equation 4.1 is not valid for
extracting the absorption coefficient from the measured THz transmission be-
cause multiple internal reflections inside the 95 µm channel cannot be ignored.
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Instead, the complex index was extracted using Eq. 4.2 which includes these ef-









(nz + 1)2 − (nz − 1)2e2iωc dc
(nz + ns)2 − (nz − ns)2e2iωc nsdc
]
(4.2)
Es(ω) and Ea(ω) are the measured THz spectra of the pulse after propagation
through the channel filled with solution and with air, respectively. dc is the
channel depth, nz and ns are the complex indices of Zeonor and the solution,
respectively.
The extracted absorption coefficients of the phosphate buffer and BSA solu-
tions are shown in Fig. 4.4. Consistent with the experimental results in [59],
a monotonic decrease in the absorption coefficient of the BSA solution with
increasing concentration is observed. This is due to the expulsion of solvent
molecules by less-absorbing BSA molecules. The change in absorption coeffi-
cient between the 0.05 M phosphate buffer and the 101 mg/mL BSA solution is
15 cm−1 - 20 cm−1, or 8%.
4.4.3 The Molecular Absorption Coefficient of BSA
The total THz absorption coefficient of the BSA solution, αs, can be written in
the following way as a linear superposition of the absorption coefficients of the
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Frequency (THz)
Figure 4.4: The absorption coefficient of the phosphate buffer and BSA so-
lutions measured by THz-TDS using microfluidic devices. Val-
ues are extracted using Eq. 4.2.
The values of αpb are already shown in Fig. 4.4. Vbsa and Vpb are the volumes
of the BSA and phosphate buffer in the solution. Based upon density measure-
ments of BSA solutions reported in [58], a molecular radius of 2.8 nm for hy-
drated BSA was used to calculate Vbsa. Figure 4.5 displays the extracted values of
αbsa as a function of frequency. The error bars indicate the observed ±10% error
in the measurement of the concentrations of the BSA solutions. The absorption
coefficient plotted in Fig. 4.5 approaches zero at low frequencies and increases
nearly monotonically from 0.5 THz - 2.5 THz due to the increase in the density
of molecular vibrational modes [58]. The values of the absorption coefficient ex-
tracted from measurements of the 101 mg/mL and 200 mg/mL BSA solutions
do not exhibit significant concentration dependence in agreement with Beer’s
Law [66]. The slight concentration dependence observed for the 305 mg/mL
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Figure 4.5: The measured molecular absorption coefficient of hydrated
BSA molecules. In agreement with Beer’s Law, the absorption








































0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
Frequency (THz)
Figure 4.6: The molar extinction of BSA measured using microfluidic
channels (from Fig. 4.5) compared to the results in [58] ob-
tained using a high-power free-electron laser. The excellent
agreement between the data demonstrates the feasibility of
performing THz spectroscopy of biomolecules in microfluidic
channels using low-power THz sources.
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The molar extinction of BSA molecules in aqueous solution (cm−1 M−1), αmbsa,
is related to αbsa by
αmbsa = αbsaNAVmbsa (4.4)
where NA is Avogadro’s Number and Vmbsa is the volume of a hydrated BSA
molecule in liters [58]. In Fig. 4.6, we compare our measurement of the molec-
ular extinction of BSA to those reported in [58] using large-volume aqueous so-
lutions of BSA and a high-power THz free-electron laser. The good agreement
from 0.5 - 2.5 THz demonstrates the feasibility of performing THz spectroscopy
of biomolecules in aqueous solutions using microfluidic channels using low-
power THz sources. It should be noted no scaling was used to achieve the fit
Fig. 4.6 and that the data is absolute, within the indicated error margins. As-
suming a minimum BSA solution concentration of 100 mg/mL, a microfluidic
channel of area 500×500 µm2, and a channel depth of 50 µm, the minimum mea-
surable quantity of BSA is approximately 10 picomoles (0.6 µg).
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CHAPTER 5
MEASUREMENT OF THE ULTRAFAST CARRIER DYNAMICS OF
EPITAXIAL GRAPHENE USING OPTICAL-PUMP TERAHERTZ-PROBE
SPECTROSCOPY
5.1 An Overview of the Electronic Structure of Graphene
Graphene is a 2D lattice of Carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb crystal struc-
ture, as shown in Fig. 5.1 [70, 71]. The direct lattice of graphene is hexagonal
and is defined by the lattice vectors R1 and R2,
R1 = a
 √32 x + 12y
 (5.1)
R2 = ay (5.2)
where the lattice parameter a = 2.46 Å. Each primitive cell has a two atom basis
consisting of Carbon atoms A and B (Fig. 5.1). The reciprocal lattice of graphene
also has a hexagonal structure and the first Brillouin Zone is characterized by
the K and K8 points that are each three-fold degenerate. The importance of these
points is discussed below.
The conduction and valence bands in graphene result from the formation of
pi-bands by interacting pz-orbitals on neighboring A and B atoms. It is conve-


























Figure 5.1: The hexagonal crystal lattice of graphene. Lattice points are
shown as green crosses. Each primitive cell contains two car-
bon atoms, A and B. The reciprocal lattice of graphene is also
hexagonal. The first Brillouin Zone contains three symmetric
K points and three symmetric K8 points.
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The conduction and valence band Bloch functions can then be represented in
terms of these basis vectors. Considering only first nearest-neighbor interac-
tions, the tight-binding Hamiltonian for graphene is [70, 71],
Hˆ =
 p −Vpppi f (k)−Vpppi f ∗(k) p
 (5.4)
where the bonding energy Vpppi = 3.0 eV. f (k) is the atomic structure factor






















Figure 5.2: Tight-binding band-structure calculations of the conduction
and valence bands of graphene. Graphene has zero-bandgap
and linear dispersion at the K and K8 points (Dirac points) in
the first Brillouin Zone. Carriers at these points behave similar
to massless Dirac fermions.












2 y) are vectors point-
ing from A to the nearest-neighbor B atoms. In Eq. 5.4, orbitals of neighboring
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atoms were assumed to be orthogonal. This assumption leads to the (incorrect)
result that the conduction and valence bands in graphene are perfectly symmet-
ric. However, for the purpose of this work, higher-order effects arising from
the asymmetry of these bands can be ignored. The eigenvectors of the Hamilto-





 1− f ∗(k)/| f (k)|
 ψv = 1√2
 1f ∗(k)/| f (k)|
 (5.6)
At the Γ-point (k = 0), the conduction band is formed from A and B orbitals
that are perfectly out of phase (anti-bonding). Figure 5.2 shows the complete
calculated band-structure of graphene.
The electronic structure of graphene has two salient features that make it
a promising material for use in futuristic ultra high-speed electronic and op-
tical devices. First, as can be seen in Fig. 5.2, the band-structure exhibits a
six-fold degenerate zero-crossing at the K and K8 points that marks both the
minimum conduction band energy and the maximum valence band energy. In
other words, graphene has zero-bandgap [70, 71]. Second, the band-structure
near these points is linear, as is the density of states. Electrons in graphene lo-
cated at either the K or K8 points have a linear energy momentum dispersion
relation and behave like massless Dirac fermions [70, 71, 72].
To illuminate this second point, the Hamiltonian in Eq. 5.4 can be linearized
near the K-point (known as the Dirac Point) and takes on the following form,
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Hˆ = ~υ f
 0 kx − ikykx + iky 0
 = ~υ fσ · k (5.7)
where υ f = 106m/s is the Fermi velocity and σ is two-dimensional vector of the
2x2 Pauli spin operators [85]. This representation of the Hamiltonian, which
is only valid near the Dirac Points, is similar to that which describes massless
spin-1/2 Weyl neutrinos [72]. The energy eigenvalues of Eq. 5.7 are
E = ±~υ f
√
k2x + k2y = ±~υ f |k| (5.8)
In this expression, the positive (negative) sign is chosen when referring to
the energy of conduction (valence) band electrons.
The massless Dirac Hamiltonian for graphene is formulated in a two-
dimensional basis spanned by vectors describing electron pseudo-spin. The
concept of pseudo-spin should not be confused with normal electron spin; in
fact, the two are not related. Instead, pseudo-spin refers to the pz-orbitals of the
A and B Carbon atoms in the graphene primitive cell.
The ultra-high carrier mobility characteristic of graphene is partially due to
the absence of backscattering and is intimately related to the massless nature
of electrons near the Dirac points [72]. As can be seen from Eq. 5.7, massless
electrons in graphene are chiral and the electron’s pseudo-spin has a compo-
nent in the direction of its momentum. Therefore, when an electron scatters
in backwards and its momentum is changed from k to −k, its pseudo-spin is
also rotated by pi. However, because spin-1/2 particles are symmetric about 4pi








Figure 5.3: A cartoon schematic of the linear energy-momentum disper-
sion relation in graphene at the six Dirac points. Linear disper-
sion for electrons in graphene only exists near these points.
wavefunctions resulting from clockwise scattering paths and counter-clockwise
scattering paths destructively interfere [72]. The electronic wavefunction after
pi-rotation of the pseudo-spin is 180 degrees out of phase with the same wave-
function after a rotation by −pi.
5.2 Motivation
The unique electronic and optical properties of graphene make it a promising
material for the development of high-speed electron devices, including field-
effect transistors, pn-diodes, Terahertz oscillators, and electronic and optical
sensors [71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77]. The realization of graphene-based devices re-
quires understanding the non-equilibrium carrier dynamics as well as the rate
at which electron-hole recombination occurs.
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Previous measurements of the ultrafast intraband relaxation dynamics of
photogenerated electrons and holes in epitaxial graphene using both degen-
erate [78] and non-degenerate [79] optical-pump optical-probe spectroscopy
have been conducted. Similar measurements of exfoliated graphene mono- and
multi-layers have also been carried out [80]. These measurements were sensi-
tive to the interband conductivity of graphene and probed the time evolution
of the carrier occupation at specific energies in the bands. An important result
from these measurements, as well as similar measurements of graphite and car-
bon nanotubes [81, 82, 83, 84], is that the initial non-equilibrium photoexcited
carrier distribution rapidly thermalizes within 30 - 200 fs of excitation and then
cools to 300 K in approximately 1 ps due to strong phonon scattering. These
results agree very well with the theoretically predicted intraband phonon scat-
tering rates of ∼100fs - 1ps in graphene [82].
Because optical-pump optical-probe spectroscopy is only able to resolve
the dynamics of the high-energy tails of the electron and hole distributions
in graphene, studying the band-edge relaxation and recombination dynamics
of cool carriers requires utilizing time-resolved optical-pump THz-probe spec-
troscopy. At room temperature, the thermal distribution of electrons energies
in graphene extends tens-of-meV into the conduction band and resonant inter-
band absorption of THz frequency photons is negligible. Therefore, the optical
response of graphene in the THz frequency range at 300K is dominated instead
by the intraband conductivity – the free carrier response. Due to the linear
dispersion relation of graphene, the intraband conductivity depends not only
on the total carrier concentration but also on the carrier distribution in energy
[85]. Therefore, optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy can be used to study the
time-evolution of the density of photoexcited electrons and holes as well as the
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time-evolution of the shape and temperature of their distributions. Using this
technique, new insight into the rates of carrier thermalization, cooling, recombi-
nation, and relaxation in graphene can be gained. From theoretical predications,
it is expected that interband carrier recombination in graphene due to plasmon
emission [92], optical phonon scattering [82], and Auger scattering [93] should
occur on a 1 - 20 ps timescale at 300 K.
Additionally, it should be noted that the time-resolution of optical-pump
THz-probe measurements presented in this chapter is limited by lifetime of the
induced sample polarization (in this case, surface currents induced by the inci-
dent THz pulse) which is ultimately governed by the electron and hole momen-
tum relaxation times. As will be shown, the momentum relaxation times of the
samples used in this work were less than 20 fs and the measurement resolution
was therefore ∼130 fs. It is expected that all of the ultrafast carrier dynamics
in the previous optical-pump optical-pump measurements of the same samples
[78] will be present in the optical-pump THz-probe measurements presented
below.
5.3 Sample Preparation
The epitaxial graphene samples used in this work were grown on the carbon
face of semi-insulating 6H-SiC wafers using techniques that have been reported
previously [86]. As discussed in [78, 85], X-ray photoemission, Raman, and op-
tical/IR/THz transmission spectroscopy were used to characterize each sam-
ple to determine the number of carbon atom layers and the carrier momentum





Figure 5.4: A cartoon schematic of optical-pump THz-probe measure-
ments of graphene. Electrons near the band-edge (K or K8
points) are optically excited by an ultrafast laser pulse. Their
relaxation and recombination dynamics are then probed at dif-
ferent temporal delays by a few-cycle THz pulse. Because of
thermal population of carriers, the THz optical response of
graphene at room temperature is dominated by the free carrier
response (intraband processes).
atom layers with a momentum relaxation time τ ∼ 20 fs and sample C consists
of ∼19 layers with τ ∼ 4 fs [85]. These times were extracted by fitting the opti-
cal transmission spectrum of the samples, measured from 200 µm to 400 nm by
Fourier-Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spectroscopy, with a theoretical model for
conductivity that incorporates both interband (resonant absorption) and intra-
band (free-carrier response) effects [85].
Raman spectroscopy (at 488 nm) of the samples revealed a G peak close to
1580 cm−1 and a D peak close to 1350 cm−1. The D peak is forbidden in perfect
graphene layers since it requires an elastic scattering process to satisfy momen-
tum conservation [87, 88]. This is made possible by disorder. The presence of
the D peak therefore indicates the presence of disorder in the samples. The aver-
age ratio of the intensity of the Raman G and D peaks, IG/ID, was 17 for sample B
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and 2 for sample C. This indicates significantly more disorder in the latter sam-
ple [87, 88]. Results from optical-pump optical-probe spectroscopy of sample B
were reported earlier in [78].
5.4 Experimental Setup
Details of the optical-pump THz-probe setup are described earlier in Section 2.6.
The epitaxial graphene samples were placed at the focus of a 90◦ off-axis, 1f¨ocal
length, parabolic mirror and were excited with 1 nJ - 16 nJ optical pulses (780
nm). The samples were pumped and probed from the backside of the graphene
layers through the SiC substrate. Exciting the graphene layers from the backside
improved the fidelity of the measurements in two ways. First, the pump-probe
signal level was increased because the THz electric-field at the SiC-graphene
interface when exciting from the backside was enhanced over the air-graphene
interface when exciting from the front. Second, the deleterious effects of mul-
tiple reflections of the pump pulse inside the SiC substrate were minimized.
The optical pump pulses were focused to a FWHM spot size of 350 - 400 µm
to closely match the size of the THz probe. The time-dependent transmission
of the THz probe pulse through the optically excited sample was measured by
delaying the optical pump pulse with respect to the THz probe. The pump and
probe signals were mechanically chopped at 256 Hz and 179.2 Hz, respectively,
and the change in the transmission was measured using a lock-in amplifier ref-
erenced to the sum of these frequencies.
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5.5 The Optical Response of Graphene at THz Frequencies
The complex amplitude transmission of the THz pulse through the graphene
layers and the SiC substrate normalized to the transmission through the SiC
substrate is (Appendix 1),
t =
1
1 + Nηo σintra/(1 + nSiC)
(5.9)
N is the number of carbon atom layers, ηo is the free-space impedance, and nSiC
is the refractive index of SiC and equals ∼2.55. The transmission is related to the







f ( − Fc,T ) + f ( + Fv,T )] d (5.10)
In this expression, τ is the momentum relaxation time, f ( − F,T ) is the Fermi-
Dirac distribution with carrier temperature T , and Fc and Fv are the Fermi en-
ergies of conduction band and valence band electrons, respectively. A detailed
derivation of the intraband conductivity from the electron-hole propagator in
graphene is given in Appendix 2.






  − Fc + Fv ,T
  d (5.11)
Equations 5.10 and 5.11 show that, unlike in semiconductors with parabolic en-
ergy bands in which the Drude intraband conductivity depends solely upon the
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total carrier, the intraband conductivity of graphene depends on the shape of the
carrier distribution in addition to the carrier density. In graphene, a hotter car-
rier distribution corresponds to a smaller intraband conductivity than a cooler
distribution with the same carrier density. This can be understood intuitively
in the following way: As the distribution cools (with carrier density held con-
stant), the non-equilibrium electron (hole) Fermi level moves up (down) toward
the band edge in such a way that, despite the concurrent reduction of the tail
of the distribution in the conduction (valence) band, the integral of the Fermi
distribution in Eq. 5.10 – the total ”area” under the distribution in the band –
increases. Therefore, the intraband conductivity, which is linearly proportional
to this integral increases as well.
In intrinsic photoexcited graphene layers, n = p and Fc = −Fv. In epitaxial
graphene, the first one or two carbon atom layers adjacent to the SiC substrate
are expected to have a large carrier density [86, 79]. However, the change in the
THz intraband conductivity, as measured in our experiments, is dominated by
the large number of intrinsic layers. The contribution of the doped layers to our
measurements has therefore been ignored in the discussion that follows.
5.6 Carrier Relaxation and Recombination Processes in Graphene
Figure 5.5 shows the measured THz pulse transmitted through graphene sam-
ple B with (scaled for clarity) and without optical excitation for a probe delay of
1 ps. In this work, we measured the change in the transmission of the peak of the
THz probe pulse caused by optical excitation. Because of the small momentum
relaxation time of samples B and C, the real part of the intraband conductivity is
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much larger than the imaginary part and is nearly dispersionless in the low THz
frequency range. In addition, the first order contribution from the change in the
imaginary part of the conductivity to the change in the pulse transmission is
exactly zero at the peak of the THz pulse. Consequently, near the peak, optical
excitation primarily affects the amplitude of the THz probe pulse and does not
distort the pulse shape or shift the pulse in time.

























Figure 5.5: Measured THz pulses transmitted through the epitaxial
graphene sample B without (grey) and with (black, scaled) an
optical pump pulse preceding the peak of the THz pulse by 1
ps. The the intraband conductivity of both samples B and C is
almost entirely real and is nearly dispersionless at low THz fre-
quencies. Consequently, the amplitude of the peak of the THz
probe pulse is altered in the presence of the optical excitation
but the pulse shape is not distorted nor is it shifted in time.
Ringing after the pulse is due to absorption from water vapor.
Figure 5.6(a) displays the experimentally measured time-dependent change
in the real part of the normalized transmission of sample B resulting from excita-
tion by a 14.8 nJ optical pulse. This pulse was focused to a 250µm spot-size and
produced a photoexcited carrier density of 3 × 1011 cm−2. The time evolution
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of the transmission exhibits two distinct features: (1) an initial rapid decrease
until 0.75 ps - 1 ps (left of dashed vertical line in inlay) followed by (2) a slow in-
crease from 1 ps - 15 ps. The initial rapid decrease, shown in the inlay in Fig. 5.6,
is within the (estimated) 130 fs temporal resolution of our measurements and is
consistent with an increase in conductivity due to cooling of the thermalized
carrier distribution after photoexcitation. The slow increase in the transmission
is due to the decrease in conductivity resulting from electron-hole recombina-
tion and does not follow a simple exponential dependence (Fig. 5.6(b)). This is
indicative of density-dependent carrier recombination times.
The likely processes by which non-equilibrium photogenerated electron and
hole distributions return to equilibrium are shown pictorially in Fig. 5.7. Imme-
diately following optical excitation, electrons (holes) are in a non-thermal dis-
tribution with a large population near 0.8 (-0.8) eV from the band edge. Within
10 fs - 150 fs, this distribution thermalizes and cools to form a hot Fermi-Dirac
distribution [78]. Intraband phonon scattering further cools the thermalized car-
riers between 150 fs and 1 ps. Beyond ∼1 ps, electron-hole recombination is the
dominant processes affecting the intraband conductivity and the THz transmis-
sion. Intraband relaxation times in the 0.4 ps - 1.7 ps range were measured by
the authors previously using optical-pump and optical-probe spectroscopy of
epitaxial graphene [78]. The intraband relaxation times measured in this work
are slightly different. This small difference can be attributed to the fact that in
[78] the time-dependent optical transmission depended on the carrier occupa-
tion at a specific energy in the high energy tail of the distribution, whereas in the
present case the time-dependent THz transmission is sensitive to the changes in
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Figure 5.6: (a) The measured change in the real part of the complex am-
plitude transmission (grey) and the theoretical fit (black) for
pump pulse energy of 14.8 nJ (sample B). The transmission de-
creases rapidly until 0.75 ps - 1 ps and then increases slowly
from 1 ps - 15 ps. The inlay shows the initial rise in the trans-
mission, which occurs on a timescale longer than the exper-
imental resolution of 130 fs. (b) The same data plotted on a
logarithmic scale. The slow increase in the transmission does




































Figure 5.7: A schematic of the likely processes by which optically-excited,
non-equilibrium electron and hole distributions approach
equilibrium. After excitation, the distribution rapidly thermal-
izes and cools. The hot thermally distributed carriers are then
cooled further due to intraband phonon scattering. Finally,
electrons and holes recombine until the equilibrium distribu-
tion is restored.
5.7 Theoretical Model
The simple coupled rate equations below can be used to model the carrier dy-
namics after optical excitation and subsequent thermalization.
d
dt














These equations model the cooling of the carrier temperature T towards the
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equilibrium temperature with a phenomenological time constant τc and the de-
cay of the carrier population due to recombination. The mechanisms respon-
sible for electron-hole recombination in graphene could include plasmon emis-
sion, intervalley and intravalley optical phonon scattering, and Auger scatter-
ing. In general, recombination rates due to these processes are expected to have
non-trivial carrier density dependencies [77, 82, 93, 91, 94]. Additionally, car-
rier generation rates cannot be ignored in the analysis [93]. We assume that
the net recombination rate R(n) can be expressed as a quadratic function of n,
R(n) = B(n2 − n2eq), where it is assumed that n = p and neq is the carrier density at
thermal equilibrium. B is a fitting parameter. Equations 5.12, 5.12, and 5.11 are
solved self-consistently at every point in time for a given density of photogen-
erated carriers. From the time-dependent carrier temperature T and density n,
the conductivity σintra and the THz transmission can be determined.
The agreement between the model (black) and the measured data (grey) for
the THz probe transmission transient is also shown in Fig. 5.6. For a pump
pulse energy of 14.8 nJ, the photoexcited carrier density was estimated to be
∼ 5× 1011 cm−2. To best fit the measured data, the carrier temperature within the
∼200 fs of thermalization was found to be 1250 K. The temporal resolution of
the experiments limited the ability to resolve the dynamics of the high-energy
non-thermal photoexcited carriers immediately upon excitation. Within one res-
olution timescale (∼ 130 fs) following excitation, it is expected that the carriers
rapidly thermalize with a temperature of several thousand K and cool from 1250
K via phonon scattering [84, 81, 82]. The values of τc and B were found to be
200 fs and 1.8 cm2 s−1, respectively. To explore the carrier density dependence of
the measured transients, experiments were conducted with optical pump pulse
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Figure 5.8: The theoretically predicted and experimentally measured
changes in the real part of the transmission for optical-pump
pulse energies of (a) 9.9 nJ, (b) 7.4 nJ, and (c) 4.9 nJ (sample
B). The model captures both the fast decrease and the slow in-
crease of the transmission for different pump pulse energies.
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the data for different pump pulse energies, as shown in Fig. 5.8 for pump pulse
energies of 9.9, 7.4, and 4.9 nJ. In the model, the initial photoexcited carrier den-
sity and the initial carrier temperature were scaled linearly with the pump pulse
energy [78]. It is important to emphasize here that the model captures the initial
decrease in the transmission, the peak change in the transmission, and the slow
increase in the transmission for different pulse energies without changing the
values of B or τc. Figure 5.9 shows good agreement between the measured and
the calculated peak change (absolute minimum, see inlay) in the THz transmis-
sion for pump pulse energies varying from 1 nJ to 15 nJ. The extracted value of
τc agrees well with the calculated and measured inelastic carrier-phonon intra-
band scattering times in graphene [89] and in carbon nanotubes [81, 90]. Using
the extracted value of B, the calculated recombination rates for carrier densi-
ties in the 1011 − 1012 cm−2 range are approximately equal to the summation of
the theoretically predicted recombination rates due to optical phonon scattering
and Auger scattering in graphene [?, 93]. It should be mentioned that the net
recombination rate R(n) can have a carrier density dependence different from
the assumed quadratic expression. For example, in [93] it has been shown that
the Auger recombination rate in graphene can have a cubic dependence on the
carrier density. The coefficient B can also be carrier density dependent [93].
However, for the values of the carrier density relevant to our experiments the
calculated auger recombination rates have an almost quadratic dependence on
the carrier density [93]. In addition, within the resolution of our experiments, a
constant value of B adequately fits the data.
In [78] and [85] it was shown that the intraband energy and momentum
relaxation rates in epitaxial graphene depend on material disorder. Disorder
could also affect the interband recombination rates since disorder can modify
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Figure 5.9: The measured and the predicted peak change in the real part
of the complex THz transmission for different pulse energies
(sample B).
the density of states [95] and/or provide the additional momentum necessary
to satisfy the conservation rules in recombination processes [96, 97]. Optical-
pump THz-probe spectroscopy was performed on epitaxial graphene sample C
which, as discussed earlier, is significantly more disordered than sample B. The
value of B for sample C was obtained using the methods discussed above and
equals 3.1 cm2 s−1. The carrier recombination rate is approximately twice as fast
in sample C than in sample B for the same carrier density.
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CHAPTER 6
MEASUREMENT OF THE CARRIER DYNAMICS AND
POLARIZATION-SELECTIVE TERAHERTZ RESPONSE OF ORIENTED
GERMANIUM NANOWIRES USING OPTICAL-PUMP
TERAHERTZ-PROBE SPECTROSCOPY
6.1 Motivation
In recent years, semiconductor nanowires have gathered much interest.
Nanowires have been applied to an array of applications that highlight their
versatility as building blocks of integrated electronic (transistors) and photonic
(waveguides, lasers, photodetectors, solar cells) components [103, 104, 105, 106,
107, 108]. Germanium nanowires are of particular interest due to the attrac-
tive material properties of germanium, including large electron and hole mobil-
ities and large optical absorption in the visible/near-IR. These properties could
make germanium nanowires useful for next generation electrical and photonic
devices, such as transistors, CMOS compatible photodetectors, and solar cells.
Before any of these devices can be built, however, it is important to first un-
derstand the fast electrical and optical response as well as ultrafast dynamics
of carriers in nanowires. In this chapter, results of the optical-pump THz-probe
(OPTP) measurements of the ultrafast carrier dynamics in photoexcited germa-
nium nanowires using will be presented.
The ultrafast carrier dynamics of group III-V, II-VI, and IV semiconductor
nanowires have been studied with optical-pump optical-probe spectroscopy
[109, 110]. These measurements are sensitive primarily to the carrier occupa-
tion of specific regions in the energy bands. Optical-pump THz-probe spec-
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troscopy, in which the probe photon energy (∼5 meV) is substantially less than
the bandgap, is sensitive to not only the total carrier density but also to the dis-
tribution of these carriers in energy within the bands. The latter is true since
the energy distribution of carriers affects the optical conductivity at THz fre-
quencies [32]. Optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy can therefore be used to
simultaneously study both intraband relaxation and interband recombination
dynamics of photoexcited electrons and holes on ultrafast time scales. As will
be discussed, these measurements show intraband carrier relaxation rates (at-
tributed to intravalley and intervalley phonon scattering) in the 1.5-2 ps range
and carrier density-dependent recombination rates (attributed to nanowire sur-
face defects) in the 75-125 ps range at room temperature in 80 nm diameter
wires.
The fast electrical response of nanowires at THz frequencies can also be stud-
ied with OPTP spectroscopy [33]. Using this technique, the measured carrier
momentum scattering time is in the 60-90 fs range. Additionally, the THz re-
sponse of oriented nanowires is strongly dependent upon the polarization of
the incident THz field. The differential THz transmission through photoex-
cited nanowires is most affected when the THz field is polarized parallel to the
nanowires, while no appreciable response is detected when the THz field is po-
larized perpendicular to the nanowires. The shape anisotropy of the nanowires
at subwavelength scales leads to a strong polarization dependent macroscopic
THz response.
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Figure 6.1: Darkfield optical micrograph of oriented 80 nm diameter ger-
manium nanowires placed flat on a quartz substrate (100X, NA
0.9 objective). Note: Nanowires appear wider than 80 nm due
to diffraction.
6.2 Sample Preparation and Experimental Setup
Germanium nanowires used in this work were ∼80 nm in diameter and ∼10
µm in length (see Fig. 6.1). They were grown via CVD in a hot-walled quartz
tube furnace using Germane as the source gas and gold nanoparticles for the
catalyst [111]. Germanium nanowires produced with this method are known to
grow predominantly in the 〈111〉 direction [112]. Alignment of nanowires was
achieved on quartz crystal substrates using a contact printing method previ-
ously reported by Fan et al.[113]. Nanowires used in this experiment were not
intentionally doped, and expected initial carrier density is less than 1017 1/cm3.
The OPTP spectroscopy experimental setup used was identical to that dis-
cussed in Chapter 5, with the addition of a wire-grid THz polarizer placed after
the nanowire sample.
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Figure 6.2: The measured differential amplitudes of THz pulses trans-
mitted through photoexcited germanium nanowires for pump
pulse energies of 10.2, 8.2, 6.1, 4.1, and 2.0 nJ are plotted for
a fixed pump-probe delay. The THz field is polarized parallel
to the nanowires, and the differential amplitudes plotted are
scaled by the peak amplitude of the transmitted THz pulse in
the absence of photoexcitation.
6.3 Carrier Relaxation and Recombination Processes in Germa-
nium Nanowires
Figure 6.2 shows the measured differential amplitudes of THz pulses transmit-
ted through photoexcited germanium nanowires for pump pulse energies of
10.2, 8.2, 6.1, 4.1, and 2.0 nJ at a fixed pump-probe delay. The THz field is
polarized parallel to the nanowires. Since double-chopping is employed, the
measured differential signal is affected only by the THz response of the pho-
toexcited carriers within the nanowires. Figure 6.2 displays no measurable car-
rier density dependence in the frequency dispersion of the THz response since
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the measured pulse shape remains unchanged for different pump pulse ener-
gies (only the pulse amplitude changes). As discussed in detail below, carrier
density independent dispersion is a result of very small surface plasmon fre-
quencies. These results show that the dynamics of photoexcited carriers can be
studied by measuring the differential amplitude of the peak of the transmitted
THz pulse as a function of the pump-probe delay [31].
Figure 6.3 shows the measured differential amplitude of the peak of the THz
probe pulse as a function of the pump-probe delay for different optical pump
energies. The THz transmission decreases in the first ∼5 ps following the optical
excitation and then recovers on a 75-125 ps time scale. These two time scales in
the measured transient can be explained by the intraband and interband carrier
dynamics, respectively. The optical pulse creates electron-hole pairs near the Γ-
point in the germanium reciprocal lattice (see Fig. 6.4). Electrons quickly scatter
from the Γ-point to the X-point within 100 fs due to strong intervalley phonon
scattering, after which they scatter to the lowest L-valley within a few picosec-
onds [114]. Photoexcited holes in the three valence bands are also expected to
thermalize within 0.5 ps [114] and cool due to optical phonon emission within
a few picoseconds [115]. The presence of high mobility electrons in the L-valley
and high mobility holes at the top of the light hole band causes the THz optical
conductivity to increase. Therefore, the transmission of the incident THz radia-
tion decreases as the photoexcited carriers relax to these points within the first
several picoseconds after optical excitation. The transmission of the THz radia-
tion then recovers (increases) on a slower time scale as the hole and the electron
densities decrease due to interband recombination.
Using a simple theoretical model discussed below, the fits to the measured
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Figure 6.3: (a) Measured (solid lines) normalized differential amplitude
∆t/t of the peak of the THz probe pulse is plotted as a func-
tion of the pump-probe delay for optical pump energies of 12
nJ, 9.8 nJ, 7.6 nJ, 5.4 nJ, 3.3 nJ, and 1.1 nJ. The theoretical fit
(dashed lines) is also shown. THz probe transmission is seen



















Figure 6.4: Ultrafast dynamics of photoexcited carriers in a germanium
nanowire energy band are depicted [114]. Electrons are pho-
toexcited near the Γ point and quickly scatter to the X point. In
the next few picoseconds electrons scatter to the L-valley where
they remain until they recombine with the holes.
transients are also shown in Fig. 6.3. A characteristic time scale of 1.7 ps is
extracted for the initial transmission decrease. Since the experiment is sensi-
tive to the total conductivity of both electrons and holes, this value of 1.7 ps
corresponds to an average intraband relaxation time associated with hole cool-
ing and electron scattering from the X-point to the L-point. The measured re-
laxation time is consistent with the calculated rates and previously reported
measurement results [109, 115, 116]. In bulk germanium, carrier recombination
rates are highly dependent on the doping density. Recombination times as long
as hundreds of microseconds for undoped germanium [117] and as short as
hundreds of picoseconds for doped germanium [116] have been reported. Our
measurements show that electrons and holes in 80 nm germanium nanowires
recombine with carrier density-dependent recombination times between 75-125
ps. This shorter time scale, compared to that in bulk germanium, indicates that
surface defect states may be responsible for faster recombination in agreement
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Figure 6.5: (a) A nanowire oriented parallel to the polarization of the exter-
nal THz field (Eext). The depolarization field (Ed) due to charge
confinement on the surface of the nanowire is weak, allowing
a Drude-like induced current. (b) A nanowire oriented perpen-
dicular to the external field polarization. Here, the depolariza-
tion field is strong, suppressing the induced current.
6.4 The Plasmon Response of Germanium Nanowires
The THz frequency response of a finite length nanowire can be described by the
Drude model modified to consider the depolarization fields [119] due to the in-
duced charges on the surface of the nanowire [33, 120, 121]. The inclusion of the
depolarization field leads to a surface-plasmon-like resonance in the frequency
dependent current response of the nanowire. The current I(ω) in a nanowire of




1 − iωτ (Eext(ω) + Ed(ω)) (6.1)
where σ◦ is the DC conductivity of the nanowire material, τ is the carrier mo-
mentum scattering time (assumed to be the same for both electrons and holes
[122]), Eext(ω) is the applied field and Ed(ω) is the depolarization field. The above




1 − iωτ (1 −Ω2p/ω2)
(6.2)
Here, Ωp is the frequency of the surface plasmon resonance. Ωp is related to
the bulk plasma frequency ωp by a constant factor g that depends on the polar-
ization of the applied field with respect to the nanowire axis (see Fig. 6.5). For
a field polarized perpendicular to the nanowire, g equals
√
s/(s + ◦), where
s and ◦ are the permittivities of the nanowire material and free-space, respec-
tively. In the case of the field polarization parallel to the nanowire, the value of
g is small and is on the order of (d/L)
√
s/◦, where d and L are the diameter and
length of the nanowire respectively. Since d  L, when the field is polarized
parallel to the nanowires, Ωp is much smaller than ωp. Ωp was estimated to be
less than 300 GHz for even the largest photoexcited carrier densities in these
experiments. The interaction between nanowires is expected to reduce the de-
polarization field inside the nanowires and, therefore, further reduce the value
of Ωp. At frequencies much larger than Ωp, σeff(ω) reduces to the Drude result.
In the DC limit, σeff(ω) goes to zero as is expected for a finite-length uncontacted
nanowire. The differential THz transmission (normalized to the transmission in






1 + σeff(ω) F(ω) η◦ f d/(1 + n)
− 1 (6.3)
≈ −σeff(ω) F(ω) η◦ f d/(1 + n) (6.4)
where η◦ is the impedance of free space, f ≈ .08 is the fill factor of the nanowires,
d = 80 nm is the diameter of a nanowire, and n = 1.96 is the THz refractive in-
dex of the quartz substrate [123]. F(ω) is an overlap factor that accounts for the
frequency dependence of the measured THz response due to the mismatch be-
tween the optical and THz focus spots. Assuming Gaussian transverse intensity
profiles for the optical and THz beams, the overlap factor is found to be,
F(ω) = ω2/(ω2◦ + ω
2) (6.5)
where ω◦ ≈ 2pic/a is approximately the frequency corresponding to the stan-
dard deviation, a = 150 µm, of the optical beam transverse intensity profile. In
the case of the THz field polarized along the nanowires, since Ωp  ω for fre-
quencies ω in the 0.5-3.0 THz range, σeff(ω) has the frequency dependence of
the Drude model. There is therefore no carrier density dependence in the fre-
quency dispersion of the differential THz transmission, in agreement with the
measured results shown earlier in Fig. 6.2. Figure 6.6 shows the measured fre-
quency spectra (solid lines) of |∆t(ω)/t| for different pump pulse energies. Also
shown are the theoretical fits (dashed lines) obtained from Eq. 6.4. As seen in
6.6, the theory agrees well with both the frequency dependence and the carrier
density dependence of the data. The extracted momentum scattering time is
τ = 70 ± 15 fs, which corresponds to an effective electron plus hole mobility of
1590 cm2/(V·sec). This is smaller than the reported value for the bulk germa-
nium electron plus hole mobility of 5700 cm2/(V·sec) at 300 K [122].
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Figure 6.6: Data (solid) and theory (dashed) for the spectra of the differ-
ential THz transmission |∆t(ω)/t| is plotted for different pump
pulse energies. The theory assumes a standard deviation of
∼150 µm for the optical intensity profile at the focus and a mo-
mentum scattering time τ = 70±15 fs independent of the carrier
density.
6.5 Rate-Equation Model for Carrier Dyanmics
Equation 6.4 shows that the differential THz transmission is approximately pro-
portional to the carrier density through σeff(ω). If the carrier density changes
on a time scale much slower than the momentum scattering time, then the dif-
ferential amplitude of any one point on the transmitted THz pulse measured as
a function of the pump-probe delay can be used to study ultrafast carrier dy-
namics. The time resolution in the experiments was limited by the width of the
optical pump pulse to ∼150 fs.
To describe the complete differential THz transmission transient shown in
Fig. 6.3, the time dependence of the photoexcited carrier densities in the ger-
manium nanowires was modeled with rate equations. Because the measured
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differential transmission depends on the total conductivity of both electrons
and holes, and, as mentioned earlier, the time scales associated with the intra-
band relaxation dynamics of both electrons and holes are expected to be nearly
the same, both electron and hole dynamics can be modeled with the same rate
equations. The photoexcited electron and hole density at higher energies, N′,
were assumed to relax with a characteristic time τr. The density of the cool elec-
trons and holes at the L- and Γ-valleys, respectively, is N and it is assumed that
only cool, high mobility electrons and holes interact with the THz radiation un-
til they recombine [114]. Recombination in bulk germanium with low doping
is generally attributed to Shockley-Reed-Hall (SRH) defect assisted recombina-
tion. Auger recombination becomes dominant for doping densities above 1018
cm−3 [117]. Surface defect recombination in nanowires is also expected to have
carrier density dependence similar to that of the bulk SRH mechanism.
The recombination rate is described by a second-order polynomial in the











− (A N + B N2) (6.6)
The initial photoexcited density N′(t = 0) is estimated to be 4.5 × 1018 1/cm3 for
a 12 nJ pump pulse and is assumed to scale linearly with the pump pulse en-
ergy. The DC conductivity σ◦ equals (µe +µh)eN, where µe and µh are the electron
and hole mobilities. Agreement between the rate equation model and the data
is shown in Fig. 6.3, where the extracted values of the various parameters for
best fit are as follows: τr = 1.7 ps, A = 8.8 × 109 1/sec, and B = 2 × 10−9 cm3/sec.
This model agrees with the data for all pulse energies. The necessity of the B pa-
rameter indicates carrier density-dependent recombination rates in germanium







Figure 6.7: The incident THz polarization is fixed at 45◦ with respect to
the nanowire axis. A polarizer is rotated at an angle θ with
respect to the nanowire axis to select THz polarization post-
transmission.
6.6 Polarization Dependence of the THz Transmission
Photoexcited carriers in oriented nanowires are expected to exhibit a polariza-
tion dependent THz response due to the geometries depicted in 6.5. To study
this phenomenon, the incident THz electric field was polarized at 45◦ with re-
spect to the nanowires (see 6.7). As a result, the field had components both
parallel and perpendicular to the nanowires. After transmission through the
nanowire sample, the field polarization was selected for measurements of ∆t/t
by rotating the polarizer through an angle θ with respect to the nanowires.
Figure 6.8 shows the measured values of |∆t/t| for different angles θ. The
most striking feature of the data is the absence of any measurable THz response
when the field is polarized perpendicular to the nanowires. In this case, the sur-
face plasmon frequency Ωp equals ωp
√
s/(s + ◦) and is in the tens of THz range
for the photoexcited carrier densities in these experiments. From Eq. 6.2, it can
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Figure 6.8: (a) Measured differential terahertz transmission |∆t/t| for po-
larizer angles of θ = 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90 degrees. At θ = 90
degrees, |∆t/t| is negligibly small and lost in the noise. (b) Max-
imum values of |∆t/t| from 6.8(a) are plotted versus the polar-
izer angle θ. The angular dependence expected from the theory
is also plotted (solid line).
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be seen that when Ωp  ω and the product ωτ is not too small, the induced
current is significantly reduced compared to the case when Ωp  ω. There-
fore, for perpendicular THz field components the depolarization field is strong
enough to suppress the induced current, and so the resulting THz response is
much weaker compared to that for parallel components. In this way, the shape
anisotropy of the nanowires on subwavelength scales determines the polariza-
tion dependence of the THz response. Assuming that the THz response of ori-
ented nanowires is negligibly small when the field is polarized perpendicular to
the nanowires, the measured THz transmission is expected to be proportional to
the cosine of the angle between the field polarization and the nanowire axis. In
our experiments, since the field polarization is selected post-transmission, the
measured values of |∆t/t| are expected to be proportional to cos(θ)/ cos(pi/4 − θ).




AMPLITUDE TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT OF EPITAXIAL
GRAPHENE
Consider a plane wave propagating in free space with electric field Eix and
wave vector kiz incident upon a SiC substrate with N thin layers of epitaxial
graphene, as shown in Fig. A.1. Each graphene layer has 2D conductivity σ
(units: Amps/Volt). The reflected and transmitted electric fields are labelled Er
















Figure A.1: The interface bewteen air and epitaxial graphene grown on a
SiC substrate. The graphene layers are extremely thin com-
pared to the wavelength of the incident radiation and can
therefore be treated as infinitely thin conductive sheets with
a 2D conductivity.
From Maxwell’s Equations, the boundary conditions for the electric and
magnetic fields at the air-graphene interface are [99],
Ei + Er = Et (A.1)
Hi − Hr = Ht + NσEt (A.2)
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Using the standard definition for amplitude reflection and transmission co-
effiecients, r = Er/Ei and t = Et/Ei, Eq. (A.2) can be rewritten as
2 − t(1 + n) = Nσηot (A.3)







The first term on the right is the amplitude transmission coefficient of an air-SiC
substrate without any graphene layers.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE INTRABAND CONDUCTIVITY OF GRAPHENE
The longitudinal dielectric function of graphene in the relaxation time approxi-
mation, , can be written as [98, 100],
(q, ω) = 1 − V(q)Π(q, ω) (B.1)
where q is the longitudinal plasmon wave vector, V(q) = e2/2q is the bare
2D Coulomb interaction energy and Π(q, ω) is the electron-hole propagator [92]
which is related to the well-known Lindhard potential [100, 101, 102]. The prop-
agator describes the self-consistent dielectric response of an electron gas to an
externally applied potential. The induced charge density in the electron gas
ρ(q, ω) is [101],
ρ(q, ω) = e2Π(q, ω)φ(q, ω) (B.2)
Using E = −∇φ, and assuming that the charge density can be written as a time-
harmonic plane-wave, this expression becomes
ρ(q, ω) = i
e2
|q|Π(q, ω)E(q, ω) (B.3)
From the charge continuity equation and definition of conductivity [99], it can




q · E(q, ω) (B.4)
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Finally, Eq. B.3 and Eq. B.4 are combined to arrive at the following expres-
sion for the complex conductivity, σ(q, ω), as a function of Π(q, ω),
σ(q, ω) =
iωe2
|q|2 Π(q, ω) (B.5)
This conductivity has both intraband and interband contributions that are re-
lated to the intraband and interband components of the propagator. From [92],
the the intraband component of the collisionless propagator, Π0intra(q, ω), can be
calculated from the following 2D k-space integral,






|k| + k · q/|k|
|k + q|
)
f (k) − f (k + q)
~ω + iη + E(k) − E(k + q) (B.6)
In the long-wavelength limit, the intraband conductivity should be indepen-
dent of q. Therefore, from Eq. B.5, Equation B.6 must be expanded to second-
order in q. To start, the integrand can easily be rewritten as






|k| + |q| cos θ
|k + q|
)
f (k) · (B.7)[
1
~ω + iη + E(k) − E(k + q) −
1
~ω + iη + E(k − q) − E(k)
]
Keeping only terms up to second-order in q, the propagator simplifies to









This integral can be transformed from k-space to energy using the linear energy-
momentum dispersion relation in graphene E = ~υ f |k|. As a reminder to the
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reader, only the low-energy electrons in graphene located near the Dirac Points








dE f (E) (B.9)
The dielectric function in Eq. B.1 for an electron gas with a scattering
time τ is related to the collisionless Linhdard dielectric constant, 0(q, ω) =
1 − V(q)Π0(q, ω) by [98],
(q, ω) = 1 +
(1 + i/ωτ)(0(q, ω + i/τ) − 1)
1 + (i/ωτ)((0(q, ω + i/τ) − 1)/(0(q, 0) − 1)) (B.10)
Equation B.9 is substituted into Eq. B.10 and the limit as η → 0 is taken. By
comparing the resulting expression for (q, ω) in Eq. B.1, the propagator for
graphene with an electron scattering time τ is




dE f (E) (B.11)
This result is then be substituted into the expression for conductivity in Eq. B.5.






dE f (E) (B.12)
The result in Eq. B.12 is identical to that given in [85].
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